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Creating and manufacturing formulations is our passion, as our foundation was built on inherited technical know-how and expertise, which is unique for a supplier of development and manufacturing services. Our culture is built on loyalty, respect and credibility, combined with sustainability and excellence. We work closely with customers to develop and optimize innovative chemical processes adding more benefit and value. Siegfried has 9 sites worldwide with chemical manufacturing multi-purpose cGMP locations in Zofingen, Switzerland; Pennsville, New Jersey (USA); Nantong, China; Minden, Germany and Saint-Vulbas, France. Our drug product manufacturing sites are located in Zofingen, Switzerland (Pilot); Malta; Hameln, Germany, and Irvine, USA.

Siegfried's formula in a 360° matrix is full-fledged integration of Drug Substance and Drug Product in one business to support customers' entire value chain from chemical development to commercial production.

Global Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Trends

To Support your entire Value Chain
Shaping the Conversation—Bringing Voice & Value

By Guy Tiene, Nice Insight

Originally born of a discussion about our Nice Insight research (now going into our eighth year) and how we could align our customers’ voices in an open forum, we published our first supplement under American Pharmaceutical Review in the spring of 2015.

As of this print issue, we have had the honor of bringing 66 industry-contributing company articles and 35 Nice Insight research reports and pieces to press in six supplements, now celebrating a first full calendar year in print. So, “wow,” content is certainly in high demand, and we have been thrilled and delighted to help bring so much to the conversation.

Growing both organically, being challenged to stretch the limits of content in our heavily technical realm, and strategically, to build a viable content enterprise, our editorial guidelines are simple:

1) Be informative and fact-based
2) Speak from experience and knowledge
3) Address current needs and advances in the industry

The entire Nice Insight team has shown outstanding dedication to Pharma’s Almanac in providing the research our pharma-biotech sponsors are looking for, especially regarding outsourced resources, to meet the challenges and opportunities of today’s market.

Likewise, supplier company contributions to the dialogue have been compelling and insightful, sharing many diverse aspects of the global supply chain. Thank you! You are the true thought leaders who are shaping the conversation.

Among the many things we have learned about the demands of you, our pharma-biotech customers — who we support in bringing experimental, novel, reformulated and proven medicines to patients — is that there is an expectation to come to the table with innovation of every kind.

Whether advances in targeted drug screening, advances in chemical synthesis, continuous manufacturing, greater downstream processing, better capsulation technology, cold chain solutions or automated clinical trials/data management, or more partnership-minded services, at-risk deal structuring, dedicated manufacturing capacity, accelerated analytical services and more, this is the time to step up and be part of the emerging new age of healthcare solutions.

Nice Insight has enjoyed providing content to many editorial and media partners, and we hope to continue to do so — there is so much to share and learn. It has been exciting to see the rise of the content movement that covers everything from global regulatory alignment to advances in discovery possibilities and expanded efficiency in manufacturing of both small- and large-molecule compounds.

With this printing, we have also evolved our digital platform to engage more individuals in Nice Insight’s Content Community through the launch of www.PharmasAlmanac.com. Please join us online for even more content-driven insights, discussion and learning.

We welcome you to enjoy this issue of the Pharma’s Almanac supplement!
Introduction

Innovation is at the heart of the pharmaceutical industry. Researchers develop innovative approaches to understanding biological processes, including the identification of potential new targets for which novel drug substances are developed. New technologies are continually being introduced to improve the efficiency and productivity of discovery, development and manufacturing activities. All the while, the goal is to provide safe and effective medicines to patients in need.

In this last Pharma’s Almanac of 2016, we look at recent notable innovations in the pharmaceutical industry, from discovery to packaging. Nice Insight editors and industry experts weigh in on key areas of innovation and strategies for success in the future. You will also find added news and trends sections, information about our online debut and other new Nice Insight offerings.

BY CYNTHIA A. CHALLENGER, PH.D., STEVE KUEHN AND ANDREW WARMINGTON, PH.D., NICE INSIGHT

How dynamic supply chain demands are driving innovation in global healthcare is the focus of the feature story.

For Nice Insight, Emilie Branch, Strategic Content Manager, reports on recent news from the pharmaceutical industry in the new “This Just In” section, while in the debut “Trends Trading” column, Boobalan Pachayappan, Ph.D., Market Research Manager, focuses on drug discovery with a review of two promising orphan drugs.

Andrew Warmington, Ph.D., the new Executive Content Director, reports on Nice Insights’ Content Community, PharmaAlmanac.com, which is now live.

Haig Armanianian, Managing Consultant and Josh Dunn, Division Lead, Strategy & Execution, Nice Consulting, provide perspectives on drug pricing strategies and practices.

Guy Tiere, Strategic Content Director with Nice Insight, discusses industry expert opinions on how packaging differentiation equates to brand loyalty in a Virtual Panel, and in an In Conversation piece, he shares insights from Uwe Harbauer, Senior Vice- President of the Pharma Business Unit of Bosch Packaging Technology, on how equipment supplier/pharma company relationships have changed over time.

The importance of equipment redeployment for achieving cost efficiency in manufacturing operations is outlined by Adam Covitt, Vice President of Federal Equipment Company.

Robert E. Chew, PE, President of Commissioning Agents, Inc., highlights the advantages afforded by the ability to secure commercial-scale GMP capacity on demand.

In this issue’s Industry Leader Insight article, Unterhaching Pharmaceuticals General Manager Kevin Haehl highlights the need for patients, caregivers, payers, governments and the pharmaceutical industry to work together to reduce the cost of poor patient adherence.

The benefits of implementing continuous downstream bioprocessing are outlined by Michelle Najera, Ph.D., a Development Scientist, Downstream Process Development, with CMC Biologics.

Virtual Panelists explore the deal- structuring shift in the pharmaceutical market from an investor perspective, as reported by Andrew Ferrari, a BioPharma Investment Contributor with Nice Insight.

In many new drug products requiring fermentation and specialized chemical technologies, BioVectra’s Vice President of Business Development, Heather Delage, says that carefully selecting manufacturing partners is increasingly important.

In an In Conversation piece with Nigel Walker, Founder of That’s Nice LLC and Nice Insight, Captuappel President and CEO Guido Drisen discusses key trends driving drug development, and recent acquisition activity at the company.

Cynthia A. Challenger, Ph.D. speaks with IscaGen CEO Richie Cunningham, Douglas Kraffe, Chief Scientific Officer, and Anik Nak, Director of In Silico Drug Discovery, on how in silico approaches are impacting pharma.

Syed T. Husain, Chief Commercial Officer of Alcami, stresses the importance of supply chain management and security as pharmaceutical supply chains become increasingly complex.

Carlton Winters, Director of Drug Product Development and Enurice Costa, the Group Leader of Inhalation and BioPharmaceuticals for Hovione Portugal, elucidate dry-powder inhalation formulation manufacturing.

Nigel Walker, Founder of That’s Nice LLC and Nice Insight, looks at recent pharma innovations.

Nice Insight researchers Govindra Singh and Khalilj (TJ) Ladage describe their ongoing efforts across the pharma supply chain as our yearly surveys are initiated.

Nigel Walker, Founder of That’s Nice LLC and Nice Insight, introduces Nice Symposium, a unique industry think tank and interactive approach designed to enable supply chain partners and their customers to explore real solutions to pharmaceutical industry needs.

We hope you find this latest edition of Pharma’s Almanac enjoyable and educational. Let us know your thoughts at PharmaAlmanac.com.

By Cynthia A. Challenger, Ph.D., Steve Kuehn and Andrew Warmington, Ph.D.
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Pharmaceutical Packaging: Differentiation Equates to Brand Loyalty

BY GUY TIENE, NICE INSIGHT

If the upwardly climbing global pharmaceutical packaging market, which was valued at close to $52 billion in 2014 and is expected to reach upwards of $80 billion by 2020,1 plastic bottle and parenteral containers are the top two segments, respectively. The combined sectors accounted for 36% of the market in 2014. However, it is blister packaging, closures and labels that are expected to witness the fastest growth through to 2020. Driving this growth are the industry's demands for packaging that is increasingly sophisticated, integrated and consumer-friendly. Safety is another leading concern, both from the standpoint of package/drug compatibility and from a supply chain perspective. Currently, counterfeiting accounts for annual losses estimated at $75 billion.2 To address these issues, drug manufacturers are demanding a variety of value-added services, making packaging as important as the drug it is tasked with protecting.

Child-resistant vs. senior-friendly packaging

Although it may seem that all proofing-packaging is sufficient, the need for child-resistant (CR) packaging can clash with senior-friendly packaging. Packaging companies must resolve this paradox, creating a package that children cannot open but older adults can. CSP Technologies Inc. designs, engineers and manufactures child-resistant/senior-friendly containers. “It isn’t easy to engineer these solutions given the inherent challenge of finding the proper balance required,” says Craig Voellmicke, Vice President, Business Development, CSP. “Many of our customers want the consumer to be able to open the package using only one hand to make the package as user-friendly as possible. We have met and exceeded our customers’ expectations by providing user-friendly CR packaging solutions while ensuring the fit, form and
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It isn’t easy to engineer child-resistant/senior-friendly solutions given the inherent challenge of finding the proper balance required.

Craig Voellmicke — CSP Technologies Inc.
**AUTHENTICATION AND SERIALIZATION**

Counterfeiting is no shrinking matter. The issue is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as a major problem in all pharmaceutical markets globally. In order to reduce the risk of counterfeiting, many companies have implemented authentication mechanisms into their products. These mechanisms include various technologies, such as two-dimensional barcodes, holograms, and microchip technology. The goal is to ensure that the product is genuine and to protect patients from counterfeit medications.

**REFERENCES**

2. Pharmacy Packaging Sector Finds Customer Acceptance Increasing. The Biotech Industry is particularly interested in drug-device combination products, such as autoinjectors, pen injectors and wearable injection devices, because these offer the potential to truly improve patient compliance and treatment efficacy. Pharmacy benefit manager Express Scripts estimates that prescription nonadherence costs the country roughly $330 billion annually.

**IMPROVED PATIENT COMPLIANCE**

And sometimes a drug and its packaging can work to improve patient compliance and treatment efficacy. Pharmacy benefit manager Express Scripts estimates that prescription nonadherence costs the country roughly $330 billion annually.
ith the advent of another presidential election cycle, we are caught up in a familiar debate about the cost of healthcare. Naturally, the pricing of pharmaceuticals is front and center — even more so than in previous campaign years — due to the recent media firestorm surrounding the exorbitant price increases of some generic medications. But there is another issue, one depriving the U.S. healthcare system of billions of dollars, which is not being addressed in an open forum. This problem is poor medication adherence, which occurs when patients do not take their drugs as they are designed. It should come as no surprise that this creates tremendous waste — not only from expensive drugs going unconsumed, but also from societal costs associated with poor patient outcomes.

According to the New England Healthcare Institute (NEHI), estimates by several prominent government and nongovernmental organizations, including the World Health Organization (WHO), Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the National Institutes for Health, medication nonadherence generates as much as $290 billion in direct — but avoidable — costs in the U.S.1 Though nonadherence contributes a third of the $750 billion that the National Academy of Medicine (NAM) estimates is the total for excess costs in healthcare, neither Republicans nor Democrats addressed this issue during the 2016 election cycle. Cost and access to healthcare remain paramount, but lawmakers are missing the opportunity to bring attention to nonadherence and propose measures to reduce this waste, which contributes to the spiraling cost of health insurance coverage.2

HEALTHCARE STILL NOT AFFORDABLE
According to a 2015 report on healthcare costs, the Department of Health and Human Services’ Centers on Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) found “U.S. healthcare spending grew 5.3 percent in 2014, reaching $3.0 trillion or $9,523 per person. As a share of the nation’s Gross Domestic Product, health spending accounted for 17.5 percent.” The NAM report “Best Care at Lower Cost: The Path to Continuously Learning Health Care in America,” notes healthcare spending has increased at a greater rate than the economy for “31 of the past 40 years.” The growth in healthcare costs has also led to stagnation in income for America’s working-class families. The NAM explained that, even though income has increased by 30% since about 2004, the gain has been essentially wiped out by the 76% increase in healthcare costs associated with traditional modes of healthcare delivery.

The problem of American patients not adhering to their medication as directly prescribed is a $290 billion burden to our economy. The growing cost of healthcare is increasingly in focus; it is time for patients, caregivers, payers, governments and the pharmaceutical industry to work together to reduce this waste.
CRITICAL PHARMACEUTICAL USE IS CRITICAL

The leading causes of death include heart disease, cancer, lung disease, stroke and Alzheimer’s, and according to 2012 CDC data, approximately half the population (57 million people) live with at least one chronic disease. Government data shows seven of the top 10 causes of death in 2010 were the result of chronic diseases, with heart disease and cancer responsible for nearly 48% of all deaths. Arthritis is the most common cause of disability; according to CDC, some 53 million U.S. adults suffer from this painful disease.

This trend toward treating increasingly elderly patients with multiple chronic conditions is equally significant, as many of the medicines used to treat these conditions are expensive. The high cost of the drugs contributes to the high costs of the treatments. "Without a specific focus on patient adherence, these models are generating costly responses "without a specific focus on patient adherence, these models are generating costly responses" without a specific focus on patient adherence, these models are generating costly responses" without a specific focus on patient adherence, these models are generating costly responses"

According to the Medicare Modernization Act (MMA) and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans to include medication therapy management (MTM). MTM is intended to advance medication adherence through patient education, contracting comprehensive reviews of a patient’s drug regimes and monitoring the efficacy and appropriateness of the medications.
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4. One/Day Four/Day

5. On average, adherence drops significantly when medications must be taken four times per day (80% for once/day to 50% for five/day).
or dose complexity. Extended-release formulations can have a similar impact, reducing dose frequency because one dose lasts longer.

Packaging can also play an effective role in supporting adherence. Easy-access and portable containers, including single-unit dosage formats, have proven to deliver a positive impact, especially with elderly patients. Unit-dose medication delivery is popular across several multiple-dose packages. Single-dose packaging helps accurately administer drugs and therapies because they hold only a single dose of a drug and are meant to open only once.

Most dosage forms can be packaged as unit doses, including oral, topical and parenteral. Blister and pouch packaging for OSDs are common, as are pre-filled syringes and cartridges for parenterals. Squeeze tubes and blow-fill-seal containers are patient-friendly respiratory and ophthalmic formulas, such as ophthalmic and respiratory agents.

**Development, Education and Collaboration**

The need to improve medication adherence is abundantly clear, and the answers are coming soon. Study after study confirms that the closer the industry gets to the patient, the better health outcomes improve and so does the cost profile to payers. The industry is learning to collaborate and to take multidimensional steps to drive initiatives across three broad fronts:

1. Increased investment in education and collaboration to design and deliver therapeutically efficient, patient-centric products that are easier to use safely and correctly in the real world.

2. Comprehensive consumer education programs to drive medication adherence, with pre- and post-approval studies to determine why failures occur.

3. Collaboration among stakeholders (manufacturers, regulators, academia, providers, payers, patient advocates and governments) to support models that reward therapeutic efficiency and value outcomes, rather than services delivered.

Technologies that support easy-to-use dosage forms and packaging forms are readily available; CDMOs like Unither Pharmaceuticals have been introducing successful solutions to the industry for years. Unither offers a comprehensive range of single-use dosage forms and delivery systems that help mitigate adherence issues and support effective patient-centric therapies. These forms are proven to be a convenient, affordable way for patients to consume single doses of liquid and semi-liquid medicines, as well as patient-friendly respiratory and orally disintegrating dosage forms. These and other innovations allow Unither to support its customers’ patient-centric drug development plans, including the shared goal of combatting poor drug compliance.

It is imperative that the healthcare industry, payers and governments act deliberately to address this multi-dimensional and highly complex issue. Better medication adherence saves lives and has the potential to cut billions of dollars in waste from the system. Although it is likely the current structure of US health insurance policy and law will change, its final form has yet to be determined and may be years away. Regardless, all stakeholders need to take bold steps, both to ensure this critical aspect of healthcare policy is not ignored and that valuable pharmaceuticals are taken as intended to deliver the best outcomes for patients.
Success in the pharmaceutical industry is integrally linked with innovation. Advances in chemistry, biology, biochemistry, genetics and engineering are essential for both the discovery and manufacture of novel medicines. Innovative drug delivery and packaging technologies are also needed to ensure that complex large and small molecules in the pharma pipeline today are formulated into high-quality, safe and efficacious drug products. Representative examples of recent industry innovations are highlighted below.

A LOOK AT RECENT PHARMA INDUSTRY INNOVATIONS

> BY NIGEL WALKER, THAT’S NICE LLC / NICE INSIGHT

Advancing API Synthesis

Small-molecule drugs continue to dominate the marketplace and the drug pipeline despite growing demand for biologics. Advances in combinatorial chemistry are, in fact, leading to the discovery of novel, highly complex and efficacious active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). At the same time, there is a significant push to employ synthetic routes that are not only feasible at production scale, but also cost efficient, atom economical and more environmentally friendly.

One response of both sponsor companies and contract manufacturers is expanded use of flow chemistry and microreactor technology to achieve process intensification. Often this approach leads to reduced costs while increasing throughput and yields, and in addition, enabling the use of hazardous processes that are not possible to perform under batch production conditions. Lonza, for instance, has invested in a multi-million CHF facility for continuous flow and microreaction technology in Visp, Switzerland and developed its own proprietary Flowplate® Microreactor Platform.

Advances in catalyst technologies continue unabated as manufacturers seek more efficient routes to complex intermediates and drug substances. As the number of commercially available enzyme and transition metal catalysts expands, the development of more economical and sustainable processes for API production is more commonplace.

Recent examples of new enzyme-catalyzed reactions include reductive coupling of ketones with amines for protection and deprotection steps, imino reductases that reductively couple ketones with amines for the convergent synthesis of secondary and tertiary chiral amine drug targets, enantiospecific synthesis of primary amines and secondary alcohols, as well as the preparation of asymmetric sulfides. There are no chemocatalyst alternatives for many of these transformations, according to Jim Lalonde, Senior Vice President of R&D with Codexis in a recent Pharmaceutical Technology article.

Advances in catalyst technologies continue unabated as manufacturers seek more efficient routes to complex intermediates and drug substances. Recent examples of new enzyme-catalyzed reactions include reductive coupling of ketones with amines for protection and deprotection steps, imino reductases that reductively couple ketones with amines for the convergent synthesis of secondary and tertiary chiral amine drug targets, enantiospecific synthesis of primary amines and secondary alcohols, as well as the preparation of asymmetric sulfides. There are no chemocatalyst alternatives for many of these transformations, according to Jim Lalonde, Senior Vice President of R&D with Codexis.
Several innovative technologies for vaccine production that have the potential to transform vaccine manufacturing in response to pandemic situations are currently being worked on. Cell culture, synthetic DNA, virus-like particles, chimeric antigen receptors, and mRNA vaccines are all examples of alternative approaches to traditional egg-based vaccine manufacture that differ in many respects from traditional vaccine manufacture.

Recently, researchers at the University of Buffalo, The State University of New York, reported the development of a pneumococcal disease antigen consisting of a bacterial core electrostatically complexed with a cationic polymer. The design results in natural adjuvant properties and allows passive and active target delivery. The vaccine, which is in early antigen production and purification prior to vaccination, according to the authors, the proof-of-concept in two independent laboratories.

Other interesting work includes the production by researchers at the University of New York, of a recombinant protein nanoparticle delivery system, which is being tested for use in human volunteers. Additionally, a new hybrid vaccine is undergoing clinical trials for the treatment of tuberculosis.

In this context, the development of vaccines for new indications, such as vaccines against vaccine antigen features imparted by vaccine manufacture. It also created new opportunities for vaccine manufacturers to extend the lifetimes of currently marketed products facing patent expiration or to develop novel vaccines with deuterated versions of specific glycosylation of hydroxyl groups and hydroxylation of unactivated C-H bonds, which are being developed include the direct spray freezing into cryogenic liquids, spray freezing into vapor liquid and ultra-rapid freezing, is an example of a newly introduced particle engineering technology. The low-temperature process yields nanocrystals of APIs with significantly enhanced surface areas.

CAR-T CELL THERAPIES MOVING FROM RESEARCH TO CLINICAL USE

There are over 500 companies involved in cell therapy technology, according to Jain BioPharmotech1.2 Some of the most promising companies that are focusing on adoptive T-cell therapy for the treatment of cancer are-Jain BioPharmotech3.40 The company has successfully transferred the cell therapy process to commercial scale, particularly for patient-specific CAR-T cells for which activity is modulated using small-molecule drug inducers. The company has successfully transferred the cell therapy process to commercial scale, particularly for patient-specific CAR-T cells for which activity is modulated using small-molecule drug inducers.

REFERENCES

or the foreseeable future, therapies delivered via parenteral routes will dominate advances in healthcare and patient outcomes. Regulators, governments, health systems and—most importantly—patients are all stakeholders, linked by dependence on the safe, reliable and abundant supply of sterile liquid drugs. There is little dispute that this sector of pharmacopeia represents a tremendous growing opportunity for drug innovators and owners. But bringing a parenteral product to market successfully, then sustaining its long-term commercial and therapeutic success, is extremely challenging, requiring a broad and all-encompassing strategy well integrated into the patient-centric continuum of care. Industry leaders are very deliberately pursuing these strategies, but increasingly not without involving the intense and strategic collaboration of contract manufacturing and development organizations. Not widely available until the 1950s, intravenously (IV) administered medications have become a central feature of modern healthcare. Most major categories of bio- pharmaceuticals and biologics—and most vaccines, antibiotics, immunotherapies and similar therapeutic IV-delivered substances like plasma and saline—are parenterals. Spanning the continuum of care, parenterals are delivered to caregivers and patients in a broad array of primary packaging and administration regimes. Primary packaging and dosage forms are also following major patient-centric trends, and innovation here is introducing new complexities for both manufacturers and consumers.

INFUSION OR INJECTION?

Intravenous infusion is the most common parenteral delivery method, providing an immediate therapeutic effect by delivering medication directly into the bloodstream. Small-volume parenterals (less than 100 mL) and large-volume parenterals (100 mL or greater) are both specified by the millions for the continuous or intermittent infusion of drugs and therapeutic fluids. Caregivers and patients encounter these forms across the continuum of care.

Admixtures are generally dried and most often lyophilized drug products packaged primarily in glass vials or ampoules. In the case of many large-molecule drugs, including antibiotics, a lyophilized admixture of the drug is reconstituted and placed into an IV solution by a nurse or by a compounding pharmacist or some other medical personnel. When added into solution in this manner, the margin for human error looms large. It’s not surprising that with admixture-based dosing regimens, the opportunity for error is present throughout all stages of the process—from preparation and dose calculation through to infusion. Intrinsically error-prone already, many healthcare systems access IV therapies through compounding pharmacies, which have generated a significant history of medical error introduced in the admixture formulation process.

In a 2001 report, a five-year FDA study found that one of the most common medical errors resulting in patient death was administering an improper dose (45.9%). These errors can be exacerbated in a situation where multiple steps, like administering admixtures, is required. The more complicated the solution, the greater the margin for error. In 2003, a six-week-old infant died because a PN solution the infant was receiving had lost 60 hours of the amount of solution than was supposed to have been prescribed. In 2007, a preterm infant received a 1,000-fold overdose of zinc, which was prescribed. In 2007, a preterm infant received a 1,000-fold overdose of zinc, which was entered incorrectly into an automated compounder—the total of six staff members missed it. Compounded admixture IVs were not primarily regulated by the FDA because they are generally customized combinations of already-approved drugs. The FDA had ordinarily given oversight authority to state pharmaceutical boards, but who can forget the October 2012 incident involving a compounding pharmacy in Massachusetts releasing 17,000 vials contaminated with meningitis that subsequently caused several patient deaths? Incidents caused by unsafe or unsanitary practices in the making and distributing of parenterals or custom IVs—by outsourced compounding agencies or by in-house compounding pharmacies—led to the FDA’s passing of the Compounding Quality Act that regulates those agencies outsourcing medications.

Complicated admixture procedure was at the heart of it. The Institute for Safe Medication Practices 2009 study “The State of Pharmacy Compounding Survey” found that 30% of hospitals had experienced a patient event attributed to an admixture-related compounding error over a period of five years. Among the study’s conclusions: the use of premixed IV solutions could have reduced such life-threatening or damaging incidents.

GREAT RISK, GREAT REWARD

The world’s major health systems and drug-developing leaders are spending billions to help bring new (or high-demand or supply-challenged) injectable and infusible therapeutics to the market. The demand for premixed solutions is also therapeutically led. Premixed IV solutions, for example, are the preferred mode of delivery for antibiotics globally and a market segment growing exponentially. According to one study, the world’s consumption of antibiotics has risen 36% since 2000. Professional management and cardiac medications (both very popular therapeutic categories) are most often delivered intravenously, contributing to the demand for a safer, more reliable premixed solution.

To support these initiatives, drug owners are prompted to adopt their business models and frame them to meet the realities and risks associated with parenteral drugs. For an increasing number of companies, seeking technically and operationally superior contract-service partners to deliver capacity and resources is becoming a key component of their patient-centric strategy and the fastest path to market.

Overall design of the premixed fill, packaging material, and the functional attributes of the IV bag are integral to patient-centric...
GRIFOLS: Types Of Containers

Grifols Partnership is specialized in developing and manufacturing high-quality sterile solutions and lipid emulsions in a wide range of containers made from a variety of materials in different sizes to suit every need in both the human and veterinary markets.

Glass bottle: Naturally inert material, totally transparent and recyclable. Available sizes: 100 mL, 250 mL and 500 mL.

Glass vials: Available sizes 2 mL to 50 mL.

Polypropylene bag: Totally PVC-free. Excellent drug compatibility, very flexible and transparent material. Available sizes: 100 mL, 250 mL, 500 mL and 1000 mL.

Another advantage of premix bags involves shelf life and logistical capabilities – admixtures must be used between 24 and 48 hours – whereas premixed formulations can have a shelf life as long as two years.

GRIFOLS PARTNERSHIP PARENTERAL STRATEGY LEADER
It is well established that parenteral drugs and therapeutic fluids require highly controlled, sterile process environments to be manufactured correctly and to current GMP standards. Processing parenteral drugs is extremely challenging and any reasonable dosage limits would confirm this. Safety and quality in the view of drug recalls over the past 10 years will confirm this. Safety and quality in parenteral drug markets is extremely challenging and any strategy that involves attain- ing or sustaining market and patient success for a parenteral therapy will benefit from the association.
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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND THE IMPORTANCE OF SECURITY OF SUPPLY

BY SYED T. HUSAIN, ALCAMI

As global demands rise, supply chains are becoming increasingly complex. Of course, with this increased complexity comes increased risk of error and, more significantly, increased risk of supply disruptions and drug shortages. In order to prepare for the possibility of unforeseen events affecting the supply chain, contingency plans are a priority. Alcami’s innovative Protect Your Brand™ is a key example of this type of security service, offered through an outsourcing partner.

According to the FDA, 64% of all reported drug shortages are caused by quality issues (37% manufacturing, 27% delays/capacity) and another 27% are due to raw materials, so it’s not surprising that the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing Survey showed quality as the most important factor when selecting a new outsourcing partner. When a shortage occurs, companies face profit losses, damage to their reputation in the market and possible regulatory action, while patients — including those with chronic or life-threatening illnesses — are left without medication as healthcare providers scramble to find replacements when possible. In recognition of the risks associated with drug shortages and the importance of maintaining a sound supply network, many sponsors are actively pursuing contingency plans. Similarly, companies producing drugs via reliable single-source supply networks are looking for zero-commitment, dual-supply protection options — a strong CDMO can become a valuable part of these strategies.

One such CDMO is Alcami, the alliance of AAIPharma Services and Cambridge Major Laboratories. Following the 2013 merger, Alcami became a leading provider of integrated chemistry, manufacturing and controls (CMC) services and, in October 2016, launched its new Protect Your Brand™ service to help pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies alike establish a reliable dual-source supply chain. When dual supply is paired with innovative logistics solutions, the industry appears poised to continue minimizing the effects of drug shortages; however, risks in the supply chain continue to demand attention — management and partnership remain critical in the effort to keep operations moving.

CONTINGENCY PLANNING AND THE IMPORTANCE OF LOGISTICS
Contingency planning isn’t new to the pharmaceutical or healthcare industry. In fact, according to the Eighth UPS® Pain in the Chain Survey, published in 2015 and focused specifically on the healthcare and life sciences industry, contingency planning was categorized as an area that needs attention, with the report noting that “unplanned events have impacted 6% of healthcare supply chains in the last 3-5 years.” Regardless of this impact, only 50% of respondents to the survey viewed contingency planning as important. How ever, with global demands pressuring pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies to increase production volumes while continuing to speed development and drive costs down, contingency planning is now an essential part of ensuring reliability and quality. Dual-supply protection options — whether planned or not — can be a leading provider of integrated chemistry, manufacturing and controls (CMC) services and, in October 2016, launched its new Protect Your Brand™ service to help pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies alike establish a reliable dual-source supply chain. When dual supply is paired with innovative logistics solutions, the industry appears poised to continue minimizing the effects of drug shortages; however, risks in the supply chain continue to demand attention — management and partnership remain critical in the effort to keep operations moving.

According to FedEx, “Finished pharmaceutical products represent about 4% of the total value of imported goods in the American import portfolio,” and Ireland, Germany and Switzerland “were responsible for 46% of US pharmaceuticals import values in 2015.” With that volume relying so heavily on global logistics, it’s critical for pharmaceutical manufacturers to understand how these goods are moving and, more than anything, what happens when shipments get stuck in customs or otherwise held up in transit. Just as many companies have found the value in establishing partnerships for outsourcing drug development and production, logistics partnerships are also beneficial.

Research from LogPharma states, “66% of respondents indicated they currently source at least some part of their distribution and order fulfillment operations, and 67% outsourcing transportation management.” Logistics partners can help here by increasing supply chain visibility, offering import and export expertise, and providing specialized transportation and storage in the event of delays. FedEx, for example, recently opened a cold chain facility with approximately 1,000 square meters of temperature-controlled storage in Memphis, the largest port of entry in the US. However, logistics are only part of the problem facing the industry. Pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies must also ensure that production proceeds as planned and, when it doesn’t, that measures are in place to minimize downtime and, ideally, prevent shortages.

DUAL SUPPLY AND THE CONTINUED RISKS OF PARENTERAL DRUGS
Though drug shortages have decreased overall, just 44 shortages reported to the FDA in 2014 — an admirable number follow ing the spike in 2011 that brought 251 — the changing global supply chain and continued growth of biopharmaceuticals are keeping this risk relevant.
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DUAL SUPPLY AND THE CONTINUED RISKS OF PARENTERAL DRUGS
Though drug shortages have decreased overall, just 44 shortages reported to the FDA in 2014 — an admirable number following the spike in 2011 that brought 251 — the changing global supply chain and continued growth of biopharmaceuticals are keeping this risk relevant. Of the 44 shortages reported in 2014, 68% were injectables, only a modest improvement since 2011. Due to the comparatively shorter shelf life, specialized and costly storage chains are becoming more complex than ever and the potential for both production and logistics issues is increasing.

According to FedEx, “Finished pharmaceutical products represent about 4% of the total value of imported goods in the American import portfolio,” and Ireland, Germany and Switzerland “were responsible for 46% of US pharmaceuticals import values in 2015.” With that volume relying so heavily on global logistics, it’s critical for pharmaceutical manufacturers to understand how these goods are moving and, more than anything, what happens when shipments get stuck in customs or otherwise held up in transit. Just as many companies have found the value in establishing partnerships for outsourcing drug development and production, logistics partnerships are also beneficial.

Research from LogPharma states, “66% of respondents indicated they currently source at least some part of their distribution and order fulfillment operations, and 67% outsourcing transportation management.” Logistics partners can help here by increasing supply chain visibility, offering import and export expertise, and providing specialized transportation and storage in the event of delays. FedEx, for example, recently opened a cold chain facility with approximately 1,000 square meters of temperature-controlled storage in Memphis, the largest port of entry in the US. However, logistics are only part of the problem facing the industry. Pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies must also ensure that production proceeds as planned and, when it doesn’t, that measures are in place to minimize downtime and, ideally, prevent shortages.
ENGAGING A CDMO PARTNER CAN PROVIDE MUCH-NEEDED PEACE OF MIND, BUT SELECTING THE RIGHT PARTNER IS KEY.

requirements (e.g., temperature sensitiv-
ity) and sterile production requirements associated with biopharmaceuticals, qual-
ity problems frequently lead to shortages as many of these drugs are produced in an almost “as needed” manner. Further, in 2015 many existing biopharmaceutical companies were estimated to be operat-
ing at near capacity, while larger CDMOs were similarly estimated to be approaching capacity for both microbial fermentation (87%) and mammalian cell culture (71%).

Though many pharmaceutical compa-
nies with legacy products may have significant inventory on hand or may be able to produce and store large quantities of the necessary API to weather production/sup-
ply chain issues, newer medications and biopharmaceuticals often cannot benefit from the same supply. However, even the most minor excipients can change product characteristics and, as a result, require every-
thing from preformulation analysis to regulatory-filing requirements, meaning that even those companies that might turn to such inventory over the coming years, are at risk if production delays occur.

To make matters worse, supply chain preparedness issues typically span the en-
tire chain, from sourcing to fill-finish, and these challenges are further magnified when dealing with biopharmaceuticals and parenteral medications in general. From 2002 to 2013, the demand for sterile inject-
ables increased by 39% while the number of generic medications in this category increased by 57%. With many legacy prod-
ucts likely to experience lower yields due to advanced technologies not being imple-
mented on those lines and many generics manufactur-ers unlikely to feel any incen-
tive to invest in manufacturing/infrastruc-
ture improvements due to smaller profit margins, the shortage risks in this area are still very relevant.

Opening lines of communication along the entire supply chain — including sup-
pliers, wholesalers, CDMOs and group purchasing organizations — can help by allowing companies to better forecast supply chain needs and possibly predict shortages in advance. Contract development and manufacturing organizations are also uniquely positioned to help ensure the continued integrity of a supply chain. Engaging a CDMO partner can provide much-needed peace of mind, but selecting the right partner is key. More specifically, selecting a partner with capabilities that span both upstream and downstream pro-
cesses for complex drug development and production — including sterile production and fill-finish operations — can allow com-
panies to meet global demands and safe-
guard against the most likely shortages. Alcami has extensive capabilities and the capacity to provide analytical testing, de-
velopment, prototyping and reformulation services for APIs with both oral-solid and parenteral-dose finished products.

PROTECT YOUR BRAND

In addition to its industry-leading integrat-
ed offerings for both drug-substance and
drug-product development, Alcami offi-
cially launched a service that can help ease the process of establishing a dual-supply at CPPIB Worldwide in Barcelona in early Octo-
ber: Protect Your Brand®. Though Alcami strives to prevent production disruptions from occurring at any of its global facilities — three of which just completed FDA in-
spections with zero observations (Kerma-
town, WI, Charleston, SC and Wilmington, NO) — the company also recognizes that unforeseen events can and have occurred across the globe and that all companies need backup. Protect Your Brand® is a con-
venient, “no strings attached” — meaning no long-term contracts or commitment — dual-supply option that allows for the tech transfer and validation of drug substance and/or drug products in advance of poten-
tial production needs.

Even if drug shortages continue to be-
come less frequent over the coming years,
supply chain management and contingency planning will remain important. From unforeseen global disasters that can affect materials, supplies and shipments, to manu-
facturing challenges that halt production, a contingency plan can help reduce loss and ensure that operations return to nor-
mal as quickly as possible. When paired with its global presence and existing manu-
ufacturing expertise, Alcami and its new Protect Your Brand® program combine to form a reliable partner capable of offering peace of mind in a supply chain with an in-
creasing number of moving pieces.
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CONNECTED AT EVERY LEVEL

Alcami is the new CDMO you already know. With world-class capabilities we are focused on the best possible outcome for your product on every level. Building a personalized connection with transparency, trust, quality and innovation ensures an unparalleled customer experience, and the rapid advancement of your project. Alcami offers comprehensive pharmaceutical development and commercialization services.

Connect with us.

www.alcaminow.com

Visit us at AAPS booth #303.

AAI Pharma Services and Cambridge Major Laboratories are now Alcami.
At the invitation of Pharma’s Almanac, Dr. Stephen Munk, CEO of Ash Stevens, discusses the need for CDMOs with specialized, small-volume manufacturing capabilities that will support the industry as it moves towards a more personalized and precise approach to treating disease.

**MEETING UNMET PATIENT NEEDS WITH SMALL-VOLUME APIs**

**BY STEPHEN MUNK, ASH STEVENS**

Personalized medicine, precision medicine, evidence-based medicine and patient-centered outcomes research dominate the landscape today and are driving the need for significant change in manufacturing strategies. Pressure is mounting to accelerate the development and commercialization of novel drugs with greater efficacy than current treatments, while also increasing their quality and safety. Competition from generics/biosimilars is also growing, and the age of the blockbuster is passing.

Fortunately, advances in personalized and precision medicine are creating numerous opportunities to improve the quality of life for patients with unmet medical needs. Greater understanding of diseases and genetics, combined with innovative manufacturing technologies, is leading to the development of novel treatments and diagnostic tools. Increasingly potent, targeted therapies are, in particular, attracting attention due to their greater efficacy at lower doses and with reduced side effects.

FDA provides strong support for the rapid development of these novel drugs through the use of Fast Track and Breakthrough Therapy Designations and Accelerated Approval and Priority Review processes. These designations are attributed to drug candidates with good preclinical and/or clinical data demonstrating novel mechanisms of action, or that the therapies are more efficacious than the currently available standard of care. The Orphan Drug designation, meanwhile, provides advantages to drugs intended for the treatment of a disease affecting less than 200,000 US citizens and encourages the development of small-volume products. These special designations therefore provide tremendous benefit for both patients and the advancement of the scientific community’s understanding of underlying disease mechanisms and therapeutic interventions.

The shift to personalized medicine and growing interest in orphan drug development has created a need for contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) that have capability for small-volume manufacturing of very specialized drug substances, including highly potent active pharmaceutical ingredients (HPAPIs). Technical competence in the validation of production processes and analytical methods, often under accelerated timelines, to ensure preparation of a complete regulatory package for filing, is essential.

**AWARNESS OF PROCESS SAFETY ISSUES**

With increasing pressure to deliver faster turnaround times and lower manufacturing costs, there is impetus to de-emphasize the need for comprehensive process safety evaluations and accept greater safety risks. Inattention to process safety can, however, lead to devastating consequences. To conduct safe manufacturing processes, an effective process safety strategy and process safety management system are needed within a culture that emphasizes safety.

Prior to acceptance, proposed projects must be evaluated to determine whether the capabilities of the CDMO are compatible with the capabilities and staffing of the CDMO, and only those projects for which suitable facilities, equipment and skilled personnel are available should be accepted. From a process safety perspective, once a project is initiated, both theoretical and experimental analyses must be conducted to determine the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of all materials involved in the process and the process itself, both under normal and worst-case scenario conditions.

**IMPLEMENTING ADVANCED QUALITY INITIATIVES**

Many Life Science companies developing drugs are looking to apply the principles of Quality by Design (QbD) to their manufacturing processes to better comply with current regulatory guidelines and the anticipation that QbD will become a requirement at some point in the future.

FDA guidelines provide a structured framework anchored in statistical methods to provide accurate understanding and control of pharmaceutical manufacturing processes. Implementing QbD services can be expensive for CDMOs, requiring new equipment, statistical support and the training and hiring of personnel. Although QbD remains a guideline and not a regulatory requirement, the momentum is in the direction of more QbD work for CDMOs as drug developers try to get out ahead of the regulatory curve.

For Ash Stevens, the early adoption of a QbD approach has contributed to the company’s extensive track record for commercialization of APIs and continues to facilitate accelerated approvals. The use of a practical qualification strategy also enables Ash Stevens to efficiently validate the processes it develops following QbD principles. Appropriate preparation and planning ensures that all central issues are identified and surprises during validation are minimized. Experience with the latest guidelines also means that Ash Stevens can address the issues of importance to the various regulatory agencies.

**ACCELERATING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT**

While initial laboratory syntheses are focused on making enough of an API as fast as possible for preclinical testing, process development focuses on multiple aspects for process improvement. Effective process development and optimization is most efficient when integrated with scale-up and cGMP manufacturing operations. CDMOs with integrated laboratories involved in the process through the transition with the process through the various stages of scale-up to ensure the tech transfer proceeds seamlessly.

**ACCELERATED CAPABILITIES**

Drugs with Fast Track or Breakthrough status place even more pressure on a CDMO to rapidly scale processes to expedite the delivery of potential new therapies to patients. Here especially, a well-integrated partnership with the CDMO is in the direction of more QbD work for CDMOs as drug developers try to get out ahead of the regulatory curve.

**FACILITATING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT**

For Ash Stevens, the early adoption of a QbD approach has contributed to the company’s extensive track record for commercialization of APIs and continues to facilitate accelerated approvals. The use of a practical qualification strategy also enables Ash Stevens to efficiently validate the processes it develops following QbD principles. Appropriate preparation and planning ensures that all central issues are identified and surprises during validation are minimized. Experience with the latest guidelines also means that Ash Stevens can address the issues of importance to the various regulatory agencies.

**ACCELERATING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT**

While initial laboratory syntheses are focused on making enough of an API as fast as possible for preclinical testing, process development focuses on multiple aspects for process improvement. Effective process development and optimization is most efficient when integrated with scale-up and cGMP manufacturing operations. CDMOs with integrated laboratories involved in the process through the transition with the process through the various stages of scale-up to ensure the tech transfer proceeds seamlessly.

**ACCELERATED CAPABILITIES**

Drugs with Fast Track or Breakthrough status place even more pressure on a CDMO to rapidly scale processes to expedite the delivery of potential new therapies to patients. Here especially, a well-integrated partnership with the CDMO is essential to bringing the process on-line and meeting accelerated timelines.

In general, scale-up must be achieved without changing the manufacturing
By obtaining validated methods developed for process performance qualification and specification determination, it is very important. The use of a QbD approach and early determination of critical quality attributes can help ensure that analytical methods developed under accelerated conditions still allow for the demonstration of process and product control.

**HPAPI EXPERTISE**

HPAPI manufacturing requires much higher investment in specialized facilities and equipment than CDMOs, which provide traditional API manufacturing services. These CDMOs must also be prepared to adapt, improve, and implement new protocols, equipment, training and technologies to meet the ever-rising bar for risk reduction and regulatory compliance in HPAPI manufacturing. Continuous improvement is essential to sustaining safe operations, mitigating risk and attracting client opportunities.

**CONCLUSION**

Finding a CDMO that can meet all of the above criteria can be a real challenge. To date, Ash Stevens has received fourteen FDA manufacturing approvals for innovator APIs, including four Fast Track projects. With a business model predicated on providing the safest and highest quality work possible, while meeting delivery obligations on budget and on time, combined with the ability to provide expert regulatory and analytical support for all phases of drug development and commercialization, Ash Stevens has developed a reputation as a reliable full-service CDMO with the capabilities needed to manufacture specialized small-volume APIs, including highly potent and other complex drug substances under traditional and highly accelerated timelines.
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comprehensive understanding of the properties of a drug substance—its solubility in solvents and buffer systems, compatibility with excipients, stability under different physiological conditions, solid-state characteristics, basic physicochemical properties, etc.—is necessary to select the most effective drug delivery system and develop an optimal drug formulation, particularly for challenging and complex compounds that suffer from poor solubility or are highly potent. Preformulation studies offered as part of proof-of-concept services are designed to fully characterize the API and determine the dosage form and drug delivery system that will provide a safe, stable drug product with high efficacy.

Thorough preformulation studies can, however, be quite costly. Drug manufacturers are seeking service providers that can apply extensive experience with a broad array of compounds/chemistries to the design of comprehensive preformulation studies that include only relevant tests, as well as the selection of appropriate formulation technologies with the greatest potential for success. Outsourcing to CDMOs that can take a project from the proof of concept stage all the way through to commercialization, thus eliminating the risk, time and cost associated with technology transfer and the need to manage multiple suppliers, is also increasing. Preferred service partners also continuously invest in new equipment and facilities, provide dedicated project management support with personalized service, offer real manufacturing flexibility and focus on meeting customer milestones.

A STRONG DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

UPM Pharmaceuticals was founded as a formulation development company and has been providing development services for over 15 years. The company focuses on solid and semi-solid formulations and has extensive experience with many different types of APIs and solid/semi-solid dosage forms.

Once a project contract has been approved, UPM forms a dedicated project team that meets with the customer to understand the project goals and gather any available information on the API. These teams consist largely of scientists with Ph.D. or MS degrees that are extremely knowledgeable and focused on formulation science. They identify the analyses required to determine additional necessary information, and based on the obtained results, excipients and formulation/delivery technologies are suggested to the client. Comparability studies using material prepared in minibatches (50- to 100-g scale) are then performed. Head-to-head comparisons of formulations that have different ingredients (except the API) help to quickly identify stable formulations.

Throughout this process there is close cooperation between the analytical and development groups, which allows for the engineering of the optimum formulation that can be directly scaled to GMP clinical and commercial production.

CONTINUOUS INVESTMENT

Ongoing provision of innovative drug development and manufacturing solutions requires continual investment in advanced technologies, equipment and facilities. Recognizing the need of pharmaceutical customers for more rapid and cost-effective proof of concept services combined with GMP production capabilities, UPM moved from its original location in Baltimore, Maryland to a previous Pfizer manufacturing site in Bristol, Tennessee and invested over $12 million to expand production suites and modernize the facility, plus over $1 million to create a Solids Formulation R&D Facility.

The R&D facility includes a GLP laboratory with dedicated small-scale, state-of-the-art equipment identical to that used for GMP production of clinical and commercial material, allowing for easy scale-up. Capabilities include wet and dry granulation, particle size reduction, encapsulation, bi-layer tabletting, granules and coating, HEPA filters, down-flow hoods, glove boxes, soft enclosures, advanced personnel protective equipment and a gowns room to handle the handling of highly potent compounds. Three analytical laboratories for raw material, test method development, and in-process material and product testing provide support to the development lab. The facility also includes a dedicated R&D raw material warehouse and space for in-process material (with refrigerator/freezer capability and airflow, temperature and humidity controls) and equipment storage. Onsite maintenance support reduces the risk of equipment failure and project delays.

DIRECT SCALABILITY

The new Solids Formulation R&D Facility offers UPM clients several advantages. First, very small batches using 50 to a few hundred grams can be processed in the mini-scale equipment, allowing a large number of runs to be performed without consuming large quantities of expensive API that may be in limited supply. Secondly, because the equipment is the same as that used for clinical and commercial manufacturing, scale-up is facilitated, leading to both time and cost savings. UPM’s trademarked BREVI-BATCH® processing platform for solid dose mini-scale R&D formulation development targets batch sizes of 300 – 500 grams, a much smaller scale than typically found in R&D formulation development laboratories. In addition, the equipment is designed for easy setup, use and cleanup, and is small enough to allow processing of highly potent compounds under containment conditions.

During the formulation development process, approximately 10 minibatches are run, with scalability and the availability and cost of raw materials considered from the initial formulation design stage.
Notably, in some cases, batches can be run using as little as 25-50 grams of API. Use of the BREVI-BATCH® processing platform allows UPM customers to reduce the cost and time required to successfully complete the formulation development and proof of concept stages – increasing the likelihood of commercializing effective and innovative medicines and getting them to patients sooner.

DEDICATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Effective project management is essential for achieving the smooth progression of a project through the proof of concept stage, onward through clinical material production, and ultimately into commercial manufacture. At UPM, project managers are selected not only for their technical knowledge and expertise, but also the ability to effectively communicate and collaborate. Managers adopt an ownership approach and, along with the entire project team, stay with a project from the kickoff meeting through formulation development, proof of concept and all the way to commercialization.

MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY

UPM recognizes that the drug development process is unpredictable and the unexpected should always be expected. Accordingly, we have built in flexibility for addressing the challenges that arise. With daily scheduling meetings, UPM is able to quickly respond to changing client and market needs. We also have the operational capability to respond to unexpected manufacturing issues.

Technical flexibility is also essential for developing effective, safe, robust formulation solutions for the challenging drug candidates moving through the pharmaceutical pipeline today. UPM has extensive experience in drug delivery technologies that are appropriate for solid and semi-solid dosage forms. For those clients that wish to run phase 1 studies using capsules containing neat API, we have substantial capability for meeting their needs with four specialized filling machines. In our R&D facility, we also have a small-scale packaging line for bottles and can perform manual packaging processes for the production of 10-20 bottles for various studies. Plans are in place to install a small-scale blister packaging line as well.

PERSONALIZED SERVICE

Along with manufacturing flexibility, personalized service is highly valued by pharmaceutical companies looking for innovative formulation solutions for their complex and challenging APIs. Although a smaller CDMO, UPM is closer to larger, integrated service providers, offering not only proof of concept services, but also clinical and commercial manufacturing support – but with the personalized, responsive service of a well-funded, family-owned organization that emphasizes customer service and satisfaction.

In fact, UPM customers are treated like family too, with project teams operating as extensions of their businesses. Both team leaders and team members take a high interest in projects. Face-to-face interactions are a key component of our relationships with our pharmaceutical partners.

President and CEO James E. Gregory is accessible to clients and very engaged with the business and concerned about meeting customer needs for the rapid development of high-quality, cost-effective, innovative formulations and delivery solutions.

MEETING MILESTONES

While clients recognize that formulation development and scale-up to clinical and commercial manufacturing rarely proceeds without some unexpected challenges, they still expect projects to be completed on time. The most successful CDMOs offering proof of concept services have a track record of consistently meeting client milestones on time and within budget. UPM is one such service provider. We focus on deliverables: meeting customer milestone timelines, such as for producing high-quality, on-spec clinical supply materials and completing regulatory filings. That means performing the work that needs to be done to move projects forward as rapidly and smoothly as possible.

UPM’s dedicated team of technical and manufacturing experts have nurtured projects starting from the proof of concept stage, clearly demonstrating our extensive expertise in early-stage formulation development and commercial production for solid and semi-solid oral dosage drugs, including immediate and controlled release products.

To learn more, visit www.upm-inc.com or call +1 423 989 8000.

Visit us at AAPS booth #243

UPM Pharmaceuticals is a family owned, award-winning CDMO. Personalized attention to every customer differentiates us as a partner for tablets, capsules, creams and ointments.

Trust your project to the client-focused team at our 450,000 sq ft facility in Bristol, Tennessee for complete confidence in quality, reliable delivery, and efficiency.

Dr. Scholtz is responsible for UPM’s Research and Development Division. He also personally manages numerous formulation and development projects. Prior to joining UPM, Dr. Scholtz enjoyed 22 years working in various sophisticated scientific and management positions for Merck & Company. These positions included site automation compliance, worldwide quality assurance, manufacturing division regulatory compliance, and pharmaceutical R&D leadership on large, complex new product formulation/process development project teams. He received his BS degree in pharmacy from the University of Pittsburgh, an MS in pharmaceutical sciences from the same institution, and his Ph.D. in industrial and physical pharmacy from Purdue University.
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Q1 Most industry followers know Capsugel for its leadership in hard capsules, but your company has become much more than that, hasn’t it?

That’s Nice checked in with Guido Driesen to inquire about Capsugel’s ongoing transformation, the brand’s latest service offerings and drug development in general.

Q2 What are some of the trends driving drug development in general and the role that CDMOs like Capsugel will play in the pharma industry?

Q3 What can you tell us about the new corporate brand campaign that Capsugel has launched?

That’s Nice and the Capsugel team spent several months gathering insights from customers and partners to better understand their needs and the ways in which they perceive Capsugel as standing apart from other CDMOs. We found that while the Capsugel brand was very strongly associated with capsules, as well as with deep scientific knowledge and product engineering know-how, customers were not always aware of our expanding number of offerings and capabilities in other drug-delivery technologies.

Based on these insights, we recently launched our new brand campaign centered on the theme of “Engineering Medicines to Life.” The campaign is designed to amplify Capsugel’s position as a differentiated, specialty CDMO partner with the ingenuity, credibility and flexibility to tackle any product delivery challenge in collaboration with our customers. It also brings all parts of our organization under one name, and allows us to use the Capsugel brand to represent our full, integrated offering.

Guido Driesen
President and CEO, Capsugel

Having joined the company in 1983 and serving as President since 2001, Mr. Driesen has led Capsugel through an exciting transformation since becoming President and CEO, following KPMG’s acquisition of the company from Pfizer in 2011. His three-plus decades of experience in the pharmaceutical industry includes various leadership roles spanning Operations, Quality, Country GM and Regional VP. He holds a master’s degree in engineering from the Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium, and a bachelor’s degree in economics.
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CAPSUGEL’S TRANSFORMATION

Q&A WITH GUIDO DRIESEN

RISING TO THE CHALLENGE

Tomorrow’s complex medicines face challenges to overcome low bioavailability and optimize drug delivery. This calls for a partner with the credibility, ingenuity and flexibility to deliver both the product and process design required to make your compound a commercial reality.

With a unique range of technology and integrated product development from design to commercial manufacturing, Capsugel is that partner.

VISIT US AT AAPS AT BOOTH 1101

© 2016 CAPSUGEL BELGIUM NV ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
MARKET RESEARCH
An extensive research project was undertaken — involving internal stakeholders worldwide, customers, and a target audience across the spectrum of traditional and new services — to measure the equity found in perceptions of the Capsugel name, identity, brand associations and acquired brands. The decision was made to stick with the Capsugel name but to develop a strategy to migrate perceptions of the business with new visuals and messaging. When a brand is so strong and so heavily associated with one historical service line, it can require a shock strategy to initially elicit recognition that there’s change — before messaging drives absorption of the new positioning.

When a brand is so strong and so heavily associated with one historical service line, it can require a shock strategy to initially elicit recognition that there’s change — before messaging drives absorption of the new positioning.

DESIGN LOGIC
Rationale and Process Behind Brand Identity
When a brand is so strong and so heavily associated with one historical service line, it can require a shock strategy to initially elicit recognition that there’s change — before messaging drives absorption of the new positioning.

BRINGING IT TO LIFE
Conceptually, we had explored the idea of interpretations of incredible engineering in nature. Visuals explored the natural engineering that gives a hummingbird its unique characteristics. This became key art, with the engineered bird emerging from a matrix made up of fragmented chemistry symbols. The tagline, Engineering Medicines To Life, conveys the position of being able to design today’s personalized medicines to meet target profiles, while also complementing the image in conveying actually bringing them into existence for the people that need them.

Capsugel is the type of brand that is not to be trifled with. The company has been around in some shape or form for almost a century. Over the last 30 years, it didn’t just become the leader in capsules and encapsulation – it became the leader by some considerable margin. It was owned by Pfizer, and has gone from strength to strength since spinning off five years ago. It manufactures 200 billion capsules a year and serves over 4,000 customers. The majority of people that make or fill capsules do so with Capsugel products on Capsugel equipment. It is respected. To reiterate — it is a powerful brand and changing it should be done lightly.

Therein lies the challenge. Capsugel itself had been visionary and recognized that while its capsule and encapsulation engineering expertise had carved out a very strong business, future opportunities lay in integrating that know-how and the company DNA with formulation services and the ability to design, develop and manufacture dosage forms. A series of acquisitions between 2013 and 2016 provided technology assets and complementary expertise that provided this capability, with strong positions to tackle bioavailability enhancement and targeted delivery.

Following rollout into the public domain just prior to and during CPhI 2016, the careful but impactful evolution of the brand continues. There’s a new logo and colors, although both show respect for the legacy. Website updates, advertising, booth presence, video, literature, sales presentations and PR all contributed to its launch. This will extend to full implementation — including building signage, packaging and all global marketing — within a year.
In the post-blockbuster era, pharma’s major manufacturers are under pressure to increase the cost efficiency of their manufacturing operations and extend the service life of their processing equipment. Equipment investment recovery strategies that include a well-planned and executed redeployment process and the right partners can add flexibility and extend asset utilization across geographically dispersed operations.

Over the last decade and well into the post-blockbuster era, the industry’s most prominent drug manufacturers have been working to align their internal manufacturing facilities and equipment to be more flexible and cost effective. Many of the major drug companies are feeling real changes in this area, consolidating their plants in one country or rationalizing operations and equipment in a different region to exploit emerging market opportunities or improving economic circumstances. Although CDMOs are playing a more strategic role in pharma’s supply chain, most major drug companies continue to field multiple manufacturing sites to bring their core products and class- or market-leading drugs to market.

According to posted statistics on their websites, among the top 10 drug makers listing their manufacturing assets, J&J operates 139 manufacturing facilities, Novartis 100, Roche 20, Pfizer 55, Sanofi 100 and Merck 58. Pfizer, for example, says its Global Supply Network is aligned to serve 175 markets and provides fast, flexible solutions across the full manufacturing and supply-chain spectrum. The company’s global strategy hinges on extending the flexibility and value of their supply chain throughout their network of plants and facilities.

Similarly, excipient and fine-chemical producers serving the pharmaceutical industry field extended manufacturing networks to efficiently supply their customers. BASF North America, a leading excipients manufacturer, says it has approximately 100 production and research and development sites throughout North America and operates Verbund sites in Geismar, Louisiana and Freeport, Texas.

**EQUIPMENT COST RECOVERY**

Drug manufacturers of the scale described previously are constantly analyzing the value and performance of manufacturing assets to assess their manufacturing network’s ability to contribute to the company’s overall strategic and commercial direction. Most will agree that the capacity of many pharmaceutical companies like J&J or Novartis operates in a constant state of flux. On a more granular level, the same is true for the processing lines and equipment-processing product on the manufacturing floor.

At commercial scale and across a 50-facility network or greater, the investment in manufacturing technologies is staggering, well into billions in capital and other sunk costs. Manufacturers, or at least their equipment and procurement teams, are seeking better ways to get the most return on capital equipment spend and contribute to the cost-control and investment recovery efforts of the company. All it took was for the equipment investment recovery movement started was one astute person realizing platforms, automation technologies and the IT infrastructure to interconnect manufacturing facilities – exchanging data across the enterprise and sharing equipment by offering companies like us this simple premise: “I want to be able to internally redeploy my equipment. If not, I would rather maximize my returns by marketing directly to end users and getting more money for my equipment.”

Since then, the idea has caught on, and many of the major industry players are implementing or plan to implement equipment cost recovery initiatives, including Pfizer and BASF North America, who both operate internal programs managed by Federal Equipment Company. A 2016 study on pharmaceutical equipment by Nice Insight surveyed procurement managers and other operations leadership (46% representing large pharma with equipment-specifying and purchase authority. The study found that 69% pursue equipment investment recovery programs. This group also identified reasons equipment becomes surplus, selecting outdated/obsolete or purchasing upgrades as primary reasons (39% and 39% respectively). A similar portion (34%) also cited “Change in production/packaging capability” as another popular reason equipment at their sites has become surplus.

The reality is that there are a range of reasons equipment at one site can become idle and a target for internal transfer to another site. A common scenario is a major pharma manufacturer may be shutting down a line, or is transferring a product line to another site or to a CMO; this creates surplus, idle equipment. For example, a major producer in California has a process line that they have shut down. One of the company’s other facilities can use it. Doesn’t it make sense that the best possible use of this equipment is to transfer it internally – whether to extend the production of a current product at another plant or introduce a new product at a more strategically located facility?

**BETTER COMMUNICATION REQUIRED**

Managing extended global supply chains effectively has become a real art as well as a science, and most major pharmaceutical companies have invested heavily in implementing enterprise resource planning platforms, automation technologies and the IT infrastructure to interconnect manufacturing facilities – exchanging data across the enterprise and sharing
Optimize your capability

Taking your processing capabilities to the next level is a strategy for success; one that often demands upgrading equipment to meet new production goals and future requirements. For immediate access to the best technologies at the right price while maximizing returns from surplus idle equipment, Federal Equipment Company is ready to help you optimize operations while recovering equipment value through accurate appraisals, strategic liquidations and full logistical support.

Find us at Pack Expo Booth # W-817

THINK/UPGRADE

When you think equipment, think Federal Equipment Company

1.877.536.1538 > www.fedequip.com
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THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY TO EXTEND A PIECE OF IDLE EQUIPMENT’S INSTITUTIONAL VALUE IS TO EXTEND THE EQUIPMENT’S SERVICE LIFE SUPPORTING MANUFACTURING STRATEGY ELSEWHERE WITHIN THE COMPANY’S MANUFACTURING NETWORK.
THE IMPORTANCE OF FLEXIBILITY:
COMPETITIVE SOLUTIONS
IN AN ERA OF INNOVATION

BY GUY TIENE, NICE INSIGHT

The pharmaceutical industry has been experiencing significant change in recent years, and the relationships between equipment suppliers and their pharmaceutical manufacturing customers have not been immune. In this era of innovation, drug makers expect equipment manufacturers to provide much more than pieces of machinery – they expect comprehensive solutions that help support all aspects of manufacturing, from achieving competitive costs and production timelines to meeting regulatory compliance requirements.

NEED FOR HIGHER EQUIPMENT PRECISION AND FLEXIBILITY

In the past, most pharmaceutical manufacturers produced large batch sizes on robust equipment and expected equipment suppliers to meet their very detailed user requirement specifications, according to Uwe Harbauer, Senior Vice President, Pharma Business Unit, Bosch Packaging Technology. A lot has changed since then, not only in terms of drug development, but also regarding project planning, expectations and the role of equipment manufacturers. “We are no longer solely delivering single machines. Our customers expect us to deliver complete solutions that provide much more than more technical or mechanical expertise,” he explains.

“WE MUST BE ABLE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS SUCH AS ‘WHAT WILL REGULATORY CHANGES MEAN FOR OUR CUSTOMERS’ PRODUCTION PROCESSES?’ ‘WHICH EQUIPMENT NEEDS TO BE MODERNIZED OR UPGRADED?’ AND ‘HOW CAN EXISTING PROCESSES BE IMPLEMENTED WITH NEW GUIDANCE?’”

NICE INSIGHT IS IN CONVERSATION WITH UWE HARBHAUER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, PHARMA BUSINESS UNIT, BOSCH PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY, TO DISCUSS HOW EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER/PHARMA COMPANY RELATIONSHIPS HAVE CHANGED OVER TIME, INCLUDING THE GROWING IMPORTANCE OF LONGER-TERM, MORE STRATEGIC INTERACTIONS.
What has driven this important change in the role of equipment suppliers? In part, the need for ever-higher precision and flexibility of equipment. “Smaller batch sizes and different packaging types are required for biopharmaceuticals and personalized medicine. Drug manufacturers expect the same flexibility from their suppliers. In addition, our customers want a partner along their value chain and throughout their projects,” says Harbauer.

Moreover, the interconnection of machines, lines, processes and IT is becoming more and more important. He notes that this connectivity and flexibility is easiest to find with a partner that can deliver everything from a single source. “At Bosch Packaging Technology, we recognized this trend at an early stage and have been working on this ever since through internal innovation, acquisitions such as Elsai Machinery in 2012, and joint ventures – for instance with Klenzaidis in 2015.”

EXPECTATIONS FOR IN-DEPTH KNOWLEDGE

While having specific drug expertise will always remain the key competence of pharmaceutical companies, drug manufacturers increasingly expect their suppliers to have in-depth knowledge about filling, isolating, packaging and the like, as well as their product characteristics and demand which type of solution, according to Harbauer. “Our job has evolved from an equipment expert to the role of consultant; we are responsible for finding the optimum solution for a specific product – a role we identify with very well.”

Bosch, therefore, focuses on knowing the different markets and regions, being up-to-date with all regulatory requirements, identifying new trends and remaining in constant contact with its customers. “Apart from our standard portfolio,” Harbauer asserts, “we need to be able to deliver customized line concepts for any kind of pharmaceutical requirement. That’s what makes us the ideal partner for all pharmaceutical needs and a true full-range solutions provider.”

He adds that next to Bosch’s machinery know-how, the company also offers its customers comprehensive pharma services in its laboratories. Customers receive advice and support in formulation development, process design and equipment use. “With a large range of after-sales services such as modernization, maintenance and training, we further support our customers to flexibly adapt their existing machines and lines to future market requirements,” notes Harbauer.

“Our goal is to support our customers in bringing successful drugs to the market that help save lives. We don’t just work with them on a project basis; we care about their pharmaceutical products, the entire lifecycle of their lines, their needs and, in the end, about their success,” he continues. As a result, the customer relationship does not stop when Bosch delivers a piece of equipment. The company’s focus on Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is integral to this approach. “The goal is to further achieve systematic optimization for our customers. Every percentage we manage to raise the OEE is a valuable success – and we have achieved this more than once in joint customer projects,” he observes.

In fact, Bosch has many long-lasting relationships with its customers, working together on long-term projects. We include consulting, planning and development, and expand beyond the scope of implementation. One such relationship is with a leading contract manufacturing organization (CMO). Nearly all of the CMO’s equipment is from Bosch, and the two companies have been working closely together for many years. In one joint project, a machine concept to address the scalability of a filling device for liquid pharmaceuticals was developed based on the user experience approach. The equipment was built and then installed and tested at the customer’s facility. It is currently used for many different projects, providing highly relevant data and easy scale-up of their operations, according to Harbauer.

EVOLVING WITH THE CONTRACT SERVICES SECTOR

The role of CMOs and contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) is expanding significantly as drug manufacturers increase their reliance on contract service suppliers throughout the lifecycle of new and existing drugs. “CMOs and CDMOs have experienced tremendous growth as more and more processes are being transferred to their facilities. As a result, they no longer simply fill drug A into packaging B and put this packaging into a folding carton; their equipment requirements are sometimes even more diverse than those of a large drug producer because they have an even larger project variety,” Harbauer observes.

On the one hand, CMOs/CDMOs require dedicated lines that are tailored exactly to one single customer product. On the other, they also need highly flexible lines that are able to run different products from different customers. “These dual needs demand the highest possible flexibility combined with fast changeover, cleaning and validation times,” he says.

GOVERNMENTS, Payers and Patients are looking for drugs that provide significant improvements in health and quality of life, compared to existing products, while being easier and more convenient to access and all at a lower cost. As a result, patient-centered development strategies are now an important component of most drug development programs. Equipment manufacturers have a role to play here, too. Faster time-to-market, easier scale-up, the highest product quality and OEE – these are some of the demands on the agenda when Bosch builds equipment. By offering our customers fast consulting and straightforward solutions, we support them in achieving their strategic goals.

Looking for drugs that provide significant improvements in health and quality of life, compared to existing products, while being easier and more convenient to access and all at a lower cost. As a result, patient-centered development strategies are now an important component of most drug development programs. Equipment manufacturers have a role to play here, too. Faster time-to-market, easier scale-up, the highest product quality and OEE – these are some of the demands on the agenda when Bosch builds equipment. By offering our customers fast consulting and straightforward solutions, we support them in achieving their strategic goals.

Looking for drugs that provide significant improvements in health and quality of life, compared to existing products, while being easier and more convenient to access and all at a lower cost. As a result, patient-centered development strategies are now an important component of most drug development programs. Equipment manufacturers have a role to play here, too. Faster time-to-market, easier scale-up, the highest product quality and OEE – these are some of the demands on the agenda when Bosch builds equipment. By offering our customers fast consulting and straightforward solutions, we support them in achieving their strategic goals.

Looking for drugs that provide significant improvements in health and quality of life, compared to existing products, while being easier and more convenient to access and all at a lower cost. As a result, patient-centered development strategies are now an important component of most drug development programs. Equipment manufacturers have a role to play here, too. Faster time-to-market, easier scale-up, the highest product quality and OEE – these are some of the demands on the agenda when Bosch builds equipment.
Society is increasingly expecting better performance from the world’s healthcare systems, public or private. This translates into a demand for better access to more therapeutically effective care at the lowest price possible, with little tolerance for any negative outcomes, especially by the world’s regulators and politicians.

Pharmacological supply chains within the industry — including those of drug owners as well as developers; contract research, development and manufacturing organizations; equipment suppliers and more — have ambitious agendas to successfully meet and profitably deliver the social demand for more healthcare value per fixed dollar spent through innovation.

Creating Solutions for Healthcare’s Ambitious Agenda

Steve Kuehn, Cynthia Challener, Ph.D., Emilie Branch, Carrie Cao, Ph.D., and John Bray, Nice Insight
Automating Drug Discovery’s Next Breakthrough

Contemporary, successful drug innovation springs fundamentally from a well-managed R&D effort; one increasingly reliant on automation, robotics and high-throughput analytical tools to identify the highest-potential targets quickly and efficiently.

Drug innovators’ ability to create novel life-changing pharmaceuticals relies heavily on a diligent, sophisticated and multidisciplinary discovery process. Scientific advancements in the understanding of the human body and diseases, along with continued adoption of breakthrough technologies like high-throughput screens (HTS), have dramatically transformed the landscape of modern drug discovery. Novel science and technologies are constantly reshaping this field with exciting, innovative research ideas and discovery tools.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENS AND LABORATORY AUTOMATION

Drug discovery starts by selecting a validated biological target, typically a gene or a protein underlying the disease being studied. The groundbreaking work in understanding the pathogenesis of diseases at a molecular level is often accomplished via academic research laboratories and then published to enrich public scientific knowledge.

Once a target is validated, the search begins for a lead compound — either an organic compound or other drug molecule — which can interact with the target and modify its function. Ideally, the lead molecule will alter the disease course without affecting any off-target molecules. This process involves the generation of lead compounds and cycles of lead optimization, pharmacokinetic profiling and toxicity testing.1

High-throughput screens, a critical element of modern drug discovery, are playing a major role in identifying lead compounds. Introduced to the discipline in the mid-1980s, this innovative technology was expanded significantly in the 1990s with an array of technological innovations that allow HTS to screen a large number of compounds (millions) against the drug target in a timely and cost-effective manner.

This array of innovation includes parallel synthesis/combinatorial chemistry (the technique for rapid generation of every possible variant of a parent compound, physically or virtually); automated high-performance liquid chromatography to purify products of combinatorial synthesis; and especially lab automation to improve the efficiency of HTS and streamline the drug-discovery workflow.2

With the aid of automated technology and equipment, screening millions of compounds for leads becomes attainable and economical. Lab automation accelerates the speed of performing large-scale sample analysis with a high degree of reproducibility and accuracy, as well as eliminating some of the tedium of manual lab work. A broad range of routine laboratory procedures, such as chromatography, mass spectrometry, and DNA and peptide synthesis, can be conducted by semi- or fully automated instruments.3

In addition, automation is critical in achieving assay miniaturization. This has become an important feature of HTS in response to the increasing number of chemical compounds and molecular targets. Miniaturized assays, such as microarrays, shorten the throughput screen time by using small volumes of samples and reagents, while improving screen efficiency and reducing costs.4

This technology requires precise liquid handling within the range of microliters or even nanoliters. Through the facility of automation, such small-volume liquid measurement and dispensing can be accomplished by advanced liquid-handling instruments using robot arms. Some of these instruments offer real-time dispense verification and independent pipetting control, ensuring precise and accurate liquid dispensing. They can also function as an integral part of a fully automated system.5

An emerging trend in lab automation is to fully automate drug discovery workflows through “robotic researchers” that apply advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence. An emerging trend in lab automation is to fully automate drug discovery workflows through “robotic researchers” that apply advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence.

COMPUTER-AIDED DRUG DISCOVERY/DESIGN (CADD)

In addition to the traditional experimental approach, computer-aided drug discovery (CADD) forms an important branch of modern drug discovery and is broadly used to facilitate and expedite hit identification, lead selection and optimization. Availability of a variety of databases (i.e., chemogenomics, pharmacogenomics, protein data banks and therapeutics target databases), improved computer processing power and information technology are fundamental to the CADD approach.6

CADD can be classified into two broad categories. The first is the structural-based design of new molecules centered on the desired binding to a target. This approach applies the 3D structural information of a target (i.e., a protein) to reverse engineer suitable
Due to their “humanized” features, these models address the species-difference issue that plagues traditional animal models, improving the reliability in predicting human outcomes with respect to effectiveness and safety. Precision research models are commonly employed to mimic an array of human disorders. 38 The hPXR/CAR/CYP3A4/2D6/2C9 mouse is currently the most genetically humanized model available, with 33 human genetic counterparts substituting the mouse’s own genes. This model is used in predicting induction and inhibition of human cytochromes and drug-drug interactions. 39

Another exciting advancement in this area is the emergence of 3D bioprinted human tissue models. The leading technology, exVive3D™, was developed by Organovo for preclinical testing and drug discovery research. 3 The company’s first commercial product – exVive3D Human Liver Tissue – is generated by depositing groups of patient-derived living cells in precise layers by a 3D printer. One significant advancement offered by the living 3D liver tissue is a longer functional and stable period compared to standard 2D liver cell cultures. 4 Unquestionably, the 3D bioprinted human tissue models are powerful research tools to assist in understanding a particular disease and treatment. 5
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New Forms of Outreach and Improving Clinical Trial Recruitment and Data Integrity

There’s no dispute that total life-cycle costs of developing a drug are high; these costs continue even post-approval, with approximately $332 million in R&D costs required to support drug products after they have been accepted into the market. 8 With clinical trials being one of the largest contributors to these costs, improving trial efficiency and the quality of the data is a priority for the industry as outsourcing trials and related services has proven valuable.

According to the 2016 Nice Insight Clinical Research Outsourcing Survey, 50% of respondents reported spending more than $50 million annually on

S the cost of drug development continues to mount in unison with the demand for safer, more cost-effective drugs, the pharmaceuticals market is in need of innovation in clinical trial management and design to keep pace with the demand for more effective trial data.
In 2013, The Pew Internet Project found that 59% of adults in the U.S. use the internet to search for health-related topics.

Outsourcing, with 18% spending in excess of $100 million. Additionally, 76% of respondents reported outsourcing clinical trial services. However, as clinical trials continue to demand an increasing level of competence, with sponsors turning to CROs for trial expertise, there is a competitive imperative among potential outsourcing partners to provide new, innovative solutions to clinical trial challenges, which continues to trouble the industry. One of the most significant challenges occurs before these trials even begin, when researchers attempt to recruit participants—a process that can become costly and time-consuming.

SUPPLEMENTING RECRUITMENT WITH SOCIAL BEACH

Historically, trial recruitment has been a challenge and, despite technology, remains as such. A recent study published in PLOS ONE found that nearly 60% of researchers surveyed failed to meet recruitment targets, a problem that can impact the statistical significance and overall success of a trial—or required additional time to meet these targets, delaying development and increasing costs.

An 18-month, conducted over eight years, found that only 33% of multi-center randomized controlled trials achieved their original recruitment targets in both phases of the study. The immediacy of communication and the massive reach made possible with social media and digital communication can prove beneficial here, with the PLOS ONE study also finding that supplementing traditional recruitment practices with social media led to a 12-fold increase in recruitment for phase II of the trial in question (as compared to phase I, which only recruited within traditional channels). With that, all related social efforts were responsible for approximately 78% of recruitment during the second phase.

OFFERINGS THAT COMPANIES ACQUIRE OR PLAN TO ACQUIRE FROM CROS FOR CLINICAL TRIAL SERVICES NEEDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>BIG PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
<th>MID SIZE PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
<th>SMALL PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
<th>EMERGING PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Design</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Phase I/II</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Data Management</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Recruiting</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Project Management</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Phase IV</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Monitoring</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Material Temperature Controlled Cold Chain Logistics</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK/PD (Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics)</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioequivalence</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Trial Supplies/Storage/Distribution</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioavailability</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Pew Internet Project found that 59% of adults in the U.S. use the internet to search for health-related topics.

In addition to extensive reach, recruitment via social media is more cost effective in terms of both paid advertising and direct interaction/outreach (i.e., tweeting to followers and/or posting to Facebook/YouTube). When compared to the cost of traditional advertising, which can range from $20 to $800, Facebook ads, for example, typically range from approximately $15 to $200. However, if the CRO has an active, respected social media presence, paid advertising may not be necessary; natural engagement is potentially more effective. Despite significant cost and time savings, social forums can also lead to participant issues after a trial is underway.

GOING SOCIAL — OPEN COMMUNICATIONS, OPEN COMPLAINTS ... AND CONCERNS

Though social media channels may make it easier to recruit and communicate with trial participants, embracing the social landscape can potentially lead to participant issues as well. The growth of the internet as a trusted health information channel has led to the rise of “eParticipants,” or participants that are active on social media during trial participation. With that, all related social efforts were responsible for approximately 78% of recruitment during the second phase.

Though research in the area of “eParticipants is still relatively limited, and CROs are striving to keep pace with upcoming technology while ensuring that they do not invite unanticipated FDA scrutiny in an area marked by little guidance to date, the industry has much to learn and gain from the social landscape can potentially lead to participant issues as well. The growth of the internet as a trusted health information channel has led to the rise of “eParticipants,” or participants that are active on social media during trial participation. In 2009, The Pew Internet Project found that 59% of adults in the U.S. use the internet to search for health-related topics. This does not necessarily mean that these interactions are beneficial, however. Social media misuse during clinical trials—including those via social platforms, forums and blogs—can potentially affect the scientific integrity of a study. Participants may even disclose sensitive information such as investigational terminology through these interactions, or compare medications with each other.

The Center for Information and Study on Clinical Research Participation—a nonprofit organization providing clinical trial research information, education and resources to participants and the general public—is attempting to combat these challenges with, in part, a website called “Smart Talking About Clinical Trials.” This initiative aims to educate participants on the risks of openly discussing study specifics by focusing on the influential power of these networks.

Though organizations such as the Society for Participatory Medicine encourage the involvement and engagement of patients in health decision-making, CROs and sponsors alike must be aware of the risks that this empowerment introduces; additionally, researchers need to be aware of how attempting to monitor such social interactions can jeopardize their own blinding in the trial.

As technology continues to evolve, social platforms grow and system integration becomes deeper across trial sites, sponsors and CROs—an area in which cloud technology will likely play a major role—the digitization of recruitment and other aspects of clinical trials is likely to become a main point of differentiation among CROs looking to innovate in the market. With the term “digital CRO” already appearing and innovation listed as the third-most-important consideration for sponsors considering outsourcing partners, it is likely the move toward social recruitment is already here.
Flexibility in Manufacturing Is Fundamental to Production Success

Innovation Feature Part 3

with record-high drug approval rates, and next-generation therapies that operate via novel mechanisms of action showing great promise in the clinic, the likelihood of innovation seems guaranteed as long as numerous manufacturing challenges are addressed.

Flexibility in all aspects of plant operations, including outsourcing relationships, will be crucial for meeting changing market and regulatory expectations. Traditional manufacturing strategies won’t allow drug makers to respond quickly enough to increased competition from generics or the entry of new market players, nor reduce development times and costs. With the shift in demand; growth from mature to emerging markets; emerging expectations for local production; a renewed focus on targeted, highly potent therapies; and the ever-greater complexity of new drug substances, fixed, single-product batch manufacturing facilities are no more flexible than traditional sites, nor allow rapid switching between smaller-volume processes for the production of high-quality, high-purity, highly potent, cytotoxic or otherwise challenging and specialized APIs and biologic substances – will be the new norm.

Configurable, Adaptable
State-of-the-art flexible facilities are designed to be configurable and adaptable with more open architecture (facility-wise and equipment-wise to avoid dependence on single suppliers) and extensive automation systems. Continuous manufacturing strategies are typically incorporated at some level, and for biopharmaceutical plants, single-use technologies are widely used, although hybrid setups consisting of both disposable and stainless-steel equipment remain common to achieve optimum performance.

For biologics manufacturing, NNE Pharmaplan refers to this approach as the “bio-on-demand” standard. Such flexible facilities allow production of different product volumes to meet the needs for both clinical and commercial manufacturing and to rapidly respond to changes in expected market demand (a recent survey of 50 pharmaceutical industry leaders conducted by ORC International, and sponsored by Pathoon, revealed that many drug companies over- or underestimated new product demand by up to 25%).

Advances in Automation
When effectively implemented, automation can increase efficiency, productivity and quality while reducing costs. The reason: effective automation requires high-level process understanding in order to identify key areas for both control and optimization. Automation is being employed in a variety of applications ranging from batch and recipe management to whole-facility automation, including integration of production scheduling and purchasing systems. Continuous manufacturing strategies and “plug-and-play” equipment provide easy scalability as well as customization for specialized manufacturing and rapid switching of production solutions. In bio-processing, the ability to reconfigure downstream processes using flexible, portable, disposable units is preferred in multi-product manufacturing sites because often these operations vary significantly for different types of biologics.

Many Aspects to Flexibility
Multi-product manufacturing and scalability are key features of flexible facilities, as are mobility and replication. Segregation of heating/ventilation/air conditioning (HVAC) systems for each production area allows for the manufacture of multiple compounds in a single plant. Continuous manufacturing provides ready scalability from the development lab to the clinic, and on to commercial production. Modular systems provide both mobility and duplicability.

Modular and Flexible
It is important not to confuse modularity with flexibility. Modular facilities constructed of modular panels are no more flexible than traditional sites, nor

Are modular units physically connected in a permanent arrangement that rely on a single HVAC system. Only modular units with individual HVAC systems (autonomous cleanroom POD solutions as referred to by G-CON Manufacturing) that can be readily decontaminated and sanitized for reuse are truly flexible and designed for multi-product processing. They are also mobile and can be easily replicated. In addition, because modules are pre-engineered, they can be constructed, installed and commissioned much more rapidly than traditional facilities.

The full benefits of flexible facility designs are only realized with the implementation of appropriately flexible process designs. Modular process systems and “plug-and-play” equipment provide easy scalability as well as customization for specialized manufacturing and rapid switching of production solutions. In bio-processing, the ability to reconfigure downstream processes using flexible, portable, disposable units is preferred in multi-product manufacturing sites because often these operations vary significantly for different types of biologics.
Effective automation requires high-level process understanding in order to identify key areas for both control and optimization.

—

operations. Connectivity and integration of control systems with different aspects of plant operations allows remote access for monitoring of processes and, when combined with simulation/modeling tools and extensive data collection and analysis, manufacturers are afforded the ability to respond rapidly to process excursions. This also allows for proactive management and exploration of trends for both process optimization and maintenance.

Automation is also fundamental to the integration of individual unit operations based on disposable technologies for flexible and continuous manufacturing. In lieu of this need, GE Healthcare’s Life Sciences, like Siemens and Rockwell Automation are focused on single-use technologies with different aspects of plant operations all-inclusive.

In addition, Janssen and Johnson & Johnson aim to “manufacture 70% of highest-volume products using continuous manufacturing within eight years, increase yield by reducing waste by 50%, and reduce manufacturing and testing cycle time by 80%.”

New approaches to continuous process development are also being evaluated. Rather than focus on pharmacokinetics, researchers at C-SOPS look “at material characterization and how minor changes affect manufacturability as part of a system,” according to Associate Director for Industrial Relations and Business Development Doug Hausner. Biopharmaceutical manufacturers are also making significant investments in continuous manufacturing technologies and facilities. Eli Lilly, for instance, is investing €350 million to build a continuous API manufacturing facility at its existing manufacturing site in Kinsale, Cork, Ireland. The facility will be used for development and commercialization of Lilly’s late-stage pipelines.

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT OF CONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS

Continuous processes provide the scalability needed for flexible manufacturing. The amount of product produced can be increased or decreased simply by running the processes for longer or shorter periods of time. When microreactors are used, numbering up with parallel systems is another solution for increasing production volumes. There are also additional benefits, including a smaller operating footprint, reduced material and resource consumption, reduced quality control needs, more consistent product quality and reduced out-of-spec material.

In fact, in April 2016, the U.S. National Science and Technology Council (NSTO) listed continuous manufacturing of pharmaceuticals and biopharmaceuticals as manufacturing technology areas of emerging priority. Several other U.S. government agencies are involved in projects related to continuous pharmaceutical processing. In its December 2015 guidance document, Advancement of Emerging Technology Applications to Modernize the Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Base, FDA outlined the work its Emerging Technology Team (ETT) is doing with companies to increase the understanding of continuous manufacturing.

FDA has also recently approved drugs manufactured via continuous processing, including Janssen’s Prezista, which previously was produced in a batch manner in April 2016. The process was developed in collaboration with researchers at Rutgers University, the University of Puerto Rico and the Engineering Research Center for Structured Organic Particulate Systems (C-SOPS), an academic-industry partnership.

Janssen Supply Chain (JSC), a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, is currently investigating applications of other continuous manufacturing techniques for the production of other products that may provide reduced scale-up times and decreased time to market. In addition, Janssen and Johnson & Johnson aim to “manufacture 70% of highest-volume products using continuous manufacturing within eight years, increase yield by reducing waste by 50%, and reduce manufacturing and testing cycle time by 80%.”

Of companies consider quality as the top driver when selecting a CRO

TOP DRIVERS WHEN SELECTING A CRO PARTNER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>BIG PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
<th>MID-SIZE PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
<th>SMALL PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
<th>EMERGING PHARMA/BIOTECH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality – Highest-quality standards and deliverables</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability – Meet all project milestones and timelines</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation – Innovative approaches that will improve operations and add value to my business capabilities</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity – Deliver on agreed-upon technical objectives</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability – Adds a value component along with pricing that fits my budget and needs</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory Track Record – Reputable and consistent regulatory compliance history</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUYER CATEGORIES</th>
<th>OF COMPANIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BioTech</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharma/BioTech</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Pharma/BioTech</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

—
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Distribution Channel Security in Ensuring Drug Supply and Safety

Prior to the passing of the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) in 2013, drug manufacturers were forced to comply with a patchwork quilt of drug “pedigree” laws that varied from state to state. In 2013, the Healthcare Distribution Alliance (HDA) noted that “31 states had adopted final rules regarding distributor licensing and pedigree requirements, three states had enacted legislation, one state had proposed pedigree legislation, and 20 states had no legislation or regulations on the topic.” Regardless, the industry urged action because nobody wanted to entertain the possibility of having to comply with 50 different state laws. Seeking relief, industry groups called for unified, federal-level regulation, which became law in 2013. According to FDA, the DSCSA “outlines critical steps to build an electronic, interoperable system to identify and trace certain prescription drugs as they are distributed in the United States.” The FDA said the new system “will enable verification of the legitimacy of the drug product identifier down to the package level; enhance detection and notification of illegitimate products in the drug supply chain; and facilitate more efficient recalls of drug products.”

For the most part, the world’s pharmaceutical regulators have also joined the effort and are reconciling their regulations to improve the ability of the global pharmaceutical industry to create a robust, transparent supply chain that ensures the drug supply is reliable, safe and secure from counterfeiters, or any others looking to profit by exploiting gaps.

Initial FDA guidance promised “ten years after enactment, the system will facilitate the exchange of information at the individual package level about where a drug has been in the supply chain.” For drug producers that means by 2023, every vial, bottle, blister pack, combination inhaler and topical tube must be marked and coded accordingly so it can be tracked through every exchange or transaction along the supply chain and its journey to the consumer.

**SERIALIZATION IS COMING … SOON!**

The FDA timeline shows the next major deadline facing drug manufacturers is the requirement to serialize all products by November 27, 2017. While the feasibility of this is debatable, there are few real technological barriers to implementing an adequate solution, whether locally or system-wide, across dispersed operations and facilities. In a June 2016 Contract Pharma article – “Is the Industry Rising to the Challenge of Serialization?” – Staffan Widengren of CDMO Recipharm noted that global pharmaceutical companies selling products at a high risk of being counterfeited have implemented a traceable, unique ID on each product pack for years. “In all countries, the unique information required for a pack should be printed both in human-readable format and in some form of data matrix or barcode,” said Widengren. “However, while most countries require a GS1 standard, they can differ from country to country, such as is the case with the linear barcode required in China and the 2D matrix required in Turkey.” Pharmaceutical companies need to be well on their way towards implementing a standard solution that includes serialization features, such as thermal printing, 2D matrix code verification, human-readable text, brand-neutral tamper-evident labeling and the ability to create a standard file format for reporting and storing serial numbers.

 serialization solution should be holistic relative to operations, and enable pharmaceutical manufacturers to comply with current regulations into the future. Rockwell’s Global Serialization Lead, Joe Whyte, said the company’s solution is built on industry standards (IEC 61131, ANSI/ISA-88, ANSI/ISA-95) and uses open network and communication protocols, as well as commercial off-the-shelf technologies. An effective solution must provide the required data links and web services to connect serialization data layers to the ERP layer and the supply chain cloud, said Whyte. Rockwell Automation identified five layers based on the enterprise and control system levels of the ISA-95 data model:

- **Level 0:** Printers & vision systems: serialization
- **Level 1:** Unit level controller & human-machine interface stations: serialization & aggregation data management per station
- **Level 2:** Line controller: serialization & aggregation data management for the entire packaging line
- **Level 3:** Site server: serialization & aggregation data management for the entire facility
- **Level 5:** Supply chain track & trace serialization data event repository

According to the Rockwell Automation whitepaper, “Serialization: An Implementation Guide,” a serialization solution should be holistic relative to operations, and enable pharmaceutical manufacturers to comply with current regulations into the future. Rockwell’s Global Serialization Lead, Joe Whyte, said the company’s solution is built on industry standards (IEC 61131, ANSI/ISA-88, ANSI/ISA-95) and uses open network and communication protocols, as well as commercial off-the-shelf technologies. An effective solution must provide the required data links and web services to connect serialization data layers to the ERP layer and the supply chain cloud, said Whyte. Rockwell Automation identified five layers based on the enterprise and control system levels of the ISA-95 data model:
To be effective, a serialization solution requires data input from all layers. Whyte’s paper explained standards such as GS1 for the supply chain and EtherNet/IP for manufacturing, combined with off-the-shelf programmable-logic controllers for data connectivity/data management with packaging machines, printers and marking devices and vision systems, will achieve the integration required to drive better business outcomes.

Providing a high-tech electronic pedigree to all drug products, even on a unit level, can be more than just another expensive regulatory cross to bear. Serialized products allow for a much faster and more effective response to quality/safety excursions and the ability to efficiently remove products from the market past the point of sale. In fact, industry manufacturing-centric information and control technology suppliers like Rockwell and Emerson maintain that the data generated from tracking and tracing drugs will bring tremendous opportunities for “big” data analysis and allow for much more effective decision-making related to distribution and other metrics that improve strategic performance as well as business outcomes.

Track and trace is poised to completely change the way drugs are manufactured, distributed and sold. These systems will increase transparency and, therefore, accountability of all involved in the supply chain. Track and trace technologies will become an even more critical component as drug developers respond to society’s right to a safer, reliable drug supply.

INNOVATION AMBITION: TO BE CONTINUED

To secure an innovative future, drug developers and manufacturers are marshaling their resources and applying technology in ways that might have been unrecognizable 40 years ago. For example, drug discovery pathways are increasingly reliant on automated technology and equipment to screen millions of compounds. Investment here has proven to deliver substantial returns, as lab automation has the ability to accelerate large-scale sample analysis while maintaining the high degree of reproducibility and accuracy demanded by regulators.

Innovation in drug discovery will remain dependent on technological advances like Eve, which combines the drug screening pipeline’s three elements into a systematic, integrated process. Eve and similar technologies will be in high demand to introduce new efficiencies into compound screening, speeding hit validation and enhancing data integrity. Similarly, CADD methods will play an important role in drug innovation supporting structural-based and ligand-based de novo drug design using construction algorithms.

As knowledge of therapeutic value and market potential of compounds or molecules occurs in clinical trials, innovation is paramount in this sector as well. Trial recruitment managers are quickly learning to leverage social media. General access to the internet by consumers allows eParticipants to be active online during trial participation, which allows for a controlled and monitored trial, ultimately producing the data required to prove value.

Future innovations will also be extremely reliant on an elastic supply chain, ready to contract during market adversity or stretch to meet growth in current demand. Here the integration of flexible manufacturing capacity with the latest automation — PAT — and increasingly continuous processing techniques will have an important and lasting impact on the industry’s ability to respond to both consumers’ and regulators’ demands.

Society is demanding so much from the pharmaceutical industry in general, with the pressure to deliver the high degree of reproducibility and accuracy demanded by regulators.

To secure an innovative future, drug developers and manufacturers are marshaling their resources and applying technology in ways that might have been unrecognizable 40 years ago. For example, drug discovery pathways are increasingly reliant on automated technology and equipment to screen millions of compounds. Investment here has proven to deliver substantial returns, as lab automation has the ability to accelerate large-scale sample analysis while maintaining the high degree of reproducibility and accuracy demanded by regulators.

To secure an innovative future, drug developers and manufacturers are marshaling their resources and applying technology in ways that might have been unrecognizable 40 years ago. For example, drug discovery pathways are increasingly reliant on automated technology and equipment to screen millions of compounds. Investment here has proven to deliver substantial returns, as lab automation has the ability to accelerate large-scale sample analysis while maintaining the high degree of reproducibility and accuracy demanded by regulators.

To secure an innovative future, drug developers and manufacturers are marshaling their resources and applying technology in ways that might have been unrecognizable 40 years ago. For example, drug discovery pathways are increasingly reliant on automated technology and equipment to screen millions of compounds. Investment here has proven to deliver substantial returns, as lab automation has the ability to accelerate large-scale sample analysis while maintaining the high degree of reproducibility and accuracy demanded by regulators.
There is growing demand for dry-powder inhalation formulations of drugs to treat both respiratory and systemic diseases. Composite particle technology is allowing the development of more efficient formulations, even for challenging molecules. Spray drying is an enabling technology for composite particle preparation. Formulators must be aware, however, of the tradeoffs between properties that improve aerodynamic performance in the lung but negatively impact process yields or throughputs.

### GROWING IMPORTANCE OF COMPOSITE PARTICLE TECHNOLOGY

Traditional DPI formulations are physical mixtures of a coarse carrier and micronized API with an aerodynamic particle size of 1 to 5 microns. It is important to note that understanding the properties of the API – as well as any excipients that are used and their possible interactions – is key to the successful formulation of drugs for use in dry-powder inhalers. Precise control of capsule filling once the carrier and API are blended together in the final formulation is also crucial. DPI drugs are typically formulated at very low doses; the filling process must be very precise in order to ensure accurate dosing.

While use of a carrier is an established formulation strategy and these formulations are relatively easy to develop, they can suffer from variability of the API and of the carrier, leading to lack of homogeneity in the filled capsules due to the very low doses. Composite particles are therefore receiving increased attention as an attractive alternative to carrier-based formulations. In these DPI formulations, the API is embedded in an excipient matrix, and all of the ingredients in the formulation are incorporated into engineered particles that can be inhaled. As a result, the API is more efficiently delivered to the lung for improved performance.

### ADVANTAGES OF DPI FORMULATIONS FOR BIOMOLECULES

Composite particles are also appealing in the formulation of biomolecules, including peptides and proteins, as DPI therapies. These sensitive molecules cannot withstand the traditional technologies used for carrier-based formulations. Particle engineering can help stabilize such challenging molecules and enable their delivery to the lung, which provides a very large area for absorption and delivery to the bloodstream. Delivery to the lung is an attractive alternative to parenteral delivery, which is the most common type of formulation for biomolecules. Following oral delivery, these biomolecules either do not survive the harsh conditions within the GI tract or are subject to first-pass metabolism. Parenterals also often require cold storage, and in some cases can only be administered via intravenous methods, which may require a visit to the hospital and can lead to reduced patient compliance.

The size of biomolecules will impact their suitability for DPI formulation, however. Peptides that are too small might be eliminated from the lung, while the complexity of drug formulation increases significantly for larger biologics. Consequently, the range of peptides and proteins that can be delivered through the lung is determined by their physicochemical and structural properties, as well as their behavior under physiological conditions.

### LEVERAGING SPRAY-DRYING EXPERTISE FOR DPI DEVELOPMENT

Spray drying is an enabling technology for the preparation of composite particles for inhalation formulations. It is also ideal for generating engineered particles of biologic drug substances. During spray drying, a solution of the drug substance and suitable excipients is subjected to mild flash drying, which allows for careful control of particle properties (particle size, bulk density, degree of crystallinity, etc.).

The process is readily scalable, which ensures that composite particles generated at commercial scale have the same properties as those designed during the development phase. Spray drying is also applicable for processing thermally sensitive and hygroscopic/sticky compounds, including biomolecules. The mild conditions and the careful choice of surfactant and glass-forming excipients help prevent denaturation, aggregation and undesired degradation or dehydration due to stress exposure. In composite particles, it also provides the advantage of improving the particle properties for efficient inhalated powder formulations.

### CONTROL OF CAPSULE FILLING IS CRITICAL

As mentioned above, most dry-powder inhalation formulations contain very low doses of the active pharmaceutical ingredient – as low as a few milligrams. In traditional capsule filling, the amount of product filled into each capsule is measured using the gross capsule weight after filling. For example, if a capsule weighs 50 mg for a fill weight of 5 mg, the significant variations in the filling weight might not be detected: a difference of only 0.1 mg in fill weight in a capsule with a 5 mg fill weight equates to a 20% deviation. Consequently, Hovione is moving to the use of low-compaction, dosator-based, precision capsule-filling units with 100% net-weight verification for both pilot and commercial manufacturing. 

**At present there is no pilot-scale capsule-filling machine designed to operate on a net-weight measurement basis in completely contained conditions. This is why we at Hovione are collaborating with two partners to develop a filling machine that will close this important gap.**

As described in the text, net-weight measurement is necessary to ensure precise and consistent filling of capsules with dry-powder inhalation formulations that contain very low API contents. Containment is essential for many DPI formulations because they are highly potent. Protection of operators and the environment from exposure to these compounds, as well as preventing cross-contamination, is essential and requires specially designed containment equipment.

Together with our partners, we are developing a filling machine that will operate on a 100% net-weight measurement basis and be fully contained. The machine will be capable of filling 140,000 capsules per hour with highly potent DPI formulations with fill weight as low as 5 mg.
BALANCING MANUFACTURABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

The fine particle fraction (FPF) of DPI formulations typically determines the performance of these types of drugs upon aerosolization. Using quality-by-design principles, we have found, however, that there is a negative correlation between these values and the manufacturability of DPI formulations, with respect to their rheological and capsule-filling rejection rates. Using advanced modeling tools, we are able to quantitatively define these relationships and show customers how the yield of a process is affected by changes in FPF values.

For carrier formulations, the particle size distribution of the API and the percentage of fine lactose in a formulation are the main parameters that influence aerodynamic performance. In addition, the formulation has a significant impact on blending and capsule-filling yields. Specifically, formulations that enable improved FPFs are detrimental to the process yield, leading to significant product loss in the blending and capsule-filling steps.

As a result, there is a need to balance the desired aerodynamic performance with the manufacturability properties of any given DPI formulation. Specifically for carrier formulations, whenever possible the fine lactose percentage should be minimized to < 10% and low fill weights of < 10 mg should be avoided in order to achieve the best balance between manufacturability and aerodynamic performance.

For composite particle formulations, similar relationships are observed. Namely, higher FPFs are typically obtained for lower-process throughputs.

For new projects, we use information about the physicochemical properties of the API, the targeted disease and type, patient population and intended device design to determine which technology in our portfolio will be best suited for formulation of a DPI therapy. At the proof of concept stage we establish the in vitro aerodynamic performance and confirm that the targets are being met.

Early during the development of the formulation and capsule-filling process, manufacturability and performance are both investigated by assessing the effect of different key parameters on the FPF value, and the ideal balance is identified. As we have established scalable carrier-based formulation methods and spray-drying processes, the lessons obtained at the development stage are applicable to larger-scale processes as well. In fact, we specifically do not develop stopgap solutions for any stage of a project. All processes are designed to provide the desired performance at any scale, including commercial production. This approach makes it possible to identify optimum formulations early on in the project, which leads to reduced development times and costs. It also reduces the risks associated with process transfer and scale-up.

INTEGRATED OFFERING FOR DE-RISKED DEVELOPMENT AND COMMERCIALIZATION

The development of scalable processes is just one aspect of our strategy to offer fully integrated services to our pharmaceutical partners. At our site in Portugal, we offer comprehensive solutions for DPI formulation development, manufacturing for clinical supplies and small commercial-scale drug products. A single team supports the development of scalable processes, and methodologies are used to predict the right balance of manufacturability and formulation performance. The result is timeline compression and seamless project management. In addition, with our capabilities in low-dose/high-yield capsule filling – including MultiNett 100% net-weight verification and potent API handling – as well as our extensive experience in both carrier-based and composite-particle formulation development, we are able to develop highly efficient DPI formulations for even the most challenging drug substances.
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RX-360: AN INDUSTRY GROUP LIKE NO OTHER

BY GUY VILLAX, RX-360 AND HOVIONE

RX-360 IS AN INDUSTRY CONSORTIUM

FOUNDED IN 2009. Our mission is to ensure patient safety by enhancing the authenticity and quality of medicines around the world. To do this, Rx-360 embraces everyone: large and small pharma; innovators and generic manufacturers; CDMOs, suppliers, drug manufacturers and device manufacturers; producers of APIs, excipients and packaging materials — whether regulated or non-regulated; providers of logistic services and analytical services; dosage form manufacturers and producers of chemicals and intermediates — any organization that is involved in the healthcare supply chain is welcome.

Rx-360 has no home country; it was designed from day one to be global, to welcome all organizations from all nations and all cultures. Our member companies have sales that add up to half a trillion dollars, supply close to half of the world’s medicines. Did you know that every week, just about every major pharmaceutical company has cargo stolen? This occurs frequently in Brazil and Mexico but also almost everywhere else too, including the USA. These thefts occur in patented as well as off-patent medicines. Did you also know that stolen medicines are often diverted by criminals and then sold in other countries?

Rx-360 works on cargo thefts, access to medicines, and a host of other issues related to supply chain security. As possibly the only forum that embraces everyone, Rx-360 is designed for the sharing of experiences and for the development of best-practice white papers.

For example, Rx-360 recently completed the fourth of its international GDP programs in Africa. These meetings of our Africa GDP working group have been over-subscribed. We look forward to the next one, which will be in November, in the Ivory Coast.

I INVITE YOU TO JOIN US IN HELPING PROTECT PATIENTS

We need YOU — as a member company and as a volunteer. Over 300 individuals from around the world contribute to making Rx-360 a vibrant pharmaceutical and medical device ecosystem, and we all do this in addition to our full-time jobs. There is no better networking environment. With over 17 different working groups in Rx-360, one of them will surely align with your day job! Rx-360 is open to all. Joining has a low annual price tag ($30,000 for pharma manufacturers, $32,000 for small pharma manufacturers and $6,000 for suppliers). Industry associations, regulators and other interested parties may join for free as observers.

COME AND JOIN US. We are doing amazing things and making a real difference for patients worldwide. To join and for more information, please email Mark Paxton, Rx-360’s CEO, at mpaxton@rx-360.org or visit www.rx-360.org.

SPONSORSHIP

Rx-360’s Annual Conference
November 3 - 4, 2016
Washington DC Metro Area
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center
201 Waterfront St, National Harbor, MD 20745, USA

SUPPLY CHAIN SECURITY

Did you know that every week, just about every major pharmaceutical company has cargo stolen? This occurs frequently in Brazil and Mexico but also almost everywhere else too, including the USA. These thefts occur in patented as well as off-patent medicines. Did you also know that stolen medicines are often diverted by criminals and then sold in other countries?

Rx-360 works on cargo thefts, access to medicines, and a host of other issues related to supply chain security. As possibly the only forum that embraces everyone, Rx-360 is designed for the sharing of experiences and for the development of best-practice white papers.

For example, Rx-360 recently completed the fourth of its international GDP programs in Africa. These meetings of our Africa GDP working group have been over-subscribed. We look forward to the next one, which will be in November, in the Ivory Coast.

We need YOU — as a member company and as a volunteer. Over 300 individuals from around the world contribute to making Rx-360 a vibrant pharmaceutical and medical device ecosystem, and we all do this in addition to our full-time jobs. There is no better networking environment. With over 17 different working groups in Rx-360, one of them will surely align with your day job! Rx-360 is open to all. Joining has a low annual price tag ($30,000 for pharma manufacturers, $32,000 for small pharma manufacturers and $6,000 for suppliers). Industry associations, regulators and other interested parties may join for free as observers.

COME AND JOIN US. We are doing amazing things and making a real difference for patients worldwide. To join and for more information, please email Mark Paxton, Rx-360’s CEO, at mpaxton@rx-360.org or visit www.rx-360.org.

Rx 360 is a non-profit industry consortium — We use all member fees and meetings such as this one to further our mission of Protecting Patient Safety.

Rx 360 Members include 18 of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies and dozens of its suppliers.
Consolidation has been a watchword for the pharmaceutical industry in recent years. Major pharmaceutical companies are looking to enhance their pipelines through the acquisition of competitors with complementary portfolios in terms of treatment classes, geographic markets or other synergies. They are also snapping up small or emerging firms with promising early-stage clinical trial results. At the same time, they are looking to become more virtual and unload mature products facing generic competition.

These activities have affected the contract services sector and other suppliers to the pharmaceutical industry. There are fewer potential customers for contract research organizations (CROs) and contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs), and those that remain are looking to simplify their supply chains and develop deeper relationships with fewer suppliers. CROs and CDMOs are consequently seeking to expand their offerings through acquisition of companies with complementary or specialized capabilities in order to position themselves as integrated, full-service partners that can support pharmaceutical customers across the entire cycle, from discovery through commercialization and beyond the loss of patent protection.

Private equity and venture capital firms have played a role in many of the transactions that have taken place. Indeed, fundraising for both types of investments continues at a brisk pace despite the fact that a seller’s market has persisted for a number of years. Quality deals have become harder to find, however, and targets are shifting.

State of the Investment Market
The tremendous activity in pharmaceutical investments in recent years has affected the ability of companies to find quality deals, according to Robert Auritt, President of Brant Point Partners, LLC. “The number of private equity (PE) transactions is declining while valuations have increased dramatically due to the fact that there is a much smaller number of quality companies coming to market,” he notes. For PE firms there is, therefore, an ongoing shift to deploy capital for companies that have reached later stages of the drug development cycle.

At the same time, large biotech and pharmaceutical companies are struggling to fill their pipelines solely through internal R&D activities. “There is a drive to achieve growth through the acquisition of companies developing novel compounds, even if they are in early-phase clinical trials,” says Auritt. As a result, venture capital firms find themselves investing sometimes at earlier stages of the drug development cycle.

The state of the market also depends significantly on the particular sector. For instance, pharmaceutical services (including CROs, CDMOs and CMOs) are in high demand, and it’s not just large strategic...
buyers that are fueling this marketplace, according to Banks Bourne, CEO and Senior Managing Director Banks Bourne. “It has been a seller’s market for an extended period of time, and there is fear that when it ceases to be a seller’s market that attractive targets may take themselves off the market,” he says.


On a macro level, the paradigm shift within big pharma to de-emphasize early-stage R&D in favor of building pipelines through M&A has had a tremendous effect on both the services and specialty pharmaceutical sub-sectors, according to Auritt. “Ultimately, this re-raise in opioid abuse, drug pricing, managed care coverage and tax-inversion strategies have combined to result equally large risks in the current environment,” Bourne asserts.

S E L L E R’ S M A R K E T F O R S E R V I C E S

While pharma is a buyer’s market right now with plummeting values, the life sciences sector is experiencing the exact opposite trend, according to Bourne. That can be a challenging situation for buyers. “As a buyer, we are more attracted to markets that are in turmoil because we recognize the opportunity and we are more focused on the fundamentals of the company,” he explains.

The increased M&A activity in the space led to expanded multiples, and companies took on sizeable amounts of debt in order to complete these type of acquisitions. With pharma companies trading at such high multiples, most corporate acquisitions were immediately accretive and near-arbitrage opportunities. These factors can, in fact, mend hiring a banker to help with the capital raising process, because I truly believe that having an experienced team vetting potential capital providers, negotiating terms and helping to pull the deal together for your benefit is worth the cost in the long run (and often leads to a better overall deal for the company net of fees),” he says.

Recognizing these more mature development programs to big pharma, unfortunately, the smaller companies that did not have the same economies of scale for handling clinical trials, manufacturing, etc., were not economically viable. So they looked to outsourced solutions to meet these needs, which helped accelerate growth within the pharma services sector. In addition, it helped fuel M&A activity within the pharmaceutical sector,” he explains.

MEET BOURNE PARTNERS: FOCUSED ON HEALTHCARE AND LIFE SCIENCES

Bourne Partners is in equal parts a private equity firm and an investment bank that focuses exclusively on fueling the unique needs of established, middle-market healthcare and life sciences companies. The firm has assisted clients around the world with corporate sales transactions and divestitures, assets and licensing deals in the areas of specialty pharma, pharma services and consumer health and has been exclusively dedicated to this sector for nearly 20 years, investing in and advising some of the best healthcare corporations and financial sponsors in the business, according to CEO and Senior Managing Director Banks Bourne.

“Across the board, our strategy is leveraging the right talent on the bus and keeping them focused on healthcare and life sciences are also important,” he says. Aubert agrees that each firm will look for things that are at or near a deflection point where our expertise and guidance as operators will be equally as valuable as the growth capital we can provide,” he adds.
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The success of every company developing and producing finished drug product, active pharmaceutical ingredients, excipients or raw materials is dependent on an institutionalized quality effort. Quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) is an essential element of operational excellence. Assuring product quality across a drug manufacturing organization requires an intensive effort, including the martialing of a broad range of company resources and personnel. In any commercial drug manufacturing environment, quality has many challenges along the production/processing continuum.

Chief among these challenges is to be capable of managing variability in process for any drug manufacturer’s QA/QC effort. It is clearly understood that the organization must detect process drifts and prevent product defects to avoid facing risk from many quarters and exposure to a broad range of unacceptable liabilities. Strong process design and control strategies at the line level are certainly a part of it, but a robust quality regime and the institutional framework to support an effective quality management system (QMS), quality risk management (QRM) approaches and a continuous improvement program is critical to managing risk and sustaining product quality over the long run.

Variability can arise from many sources, like variation of active pharmaceutical ingredients and excipients, the improper characterization and control of incoming materials, technical issues regarding equipment or poorly written standard operating procedures (SOPs) that can generate human error. It is incumbent on the quality organization to understand process excursions and support an effective and documented corrective and preventive actions (CAPA) program to prevent them from occurring again.

Other sources may include risk management practices and data integrity issues. A sustainable, high-performing quality regime seeks transparency and collaboration from all facets of the organization, spanning operations, procurement and executive management.

**SERVIER’S APPROACH TO QMS**

In managing for quality, Servier’s main goal is to prevent any risk to the patient; it does this from a foundation built on continuous improvement. A focus on quality also requires an interdisciplinary approach that promotes collaboration and institutional culture. Servier’s QA/QC effort has a distinct operational/manufacturing operations bias and features interdisciplinary quality management system teams from each Servier facility. Local teams are managed through a core, corporate QMS team that ensures consistency of QA/QC activities across Servier’s manufacturing operations.

**QUALITY SYSTEMS REVIEW**

Servier quality relies on a proactive quality system review (QSR) process based on audits, process data analysis, equipment condition, periodical review of internal and external sources of data or inputs for QRM. The goal in identifying and listing risks in this fashion is to assign priority and address it commensurate to its relative threat, the highest threat being anything that would potentially impact patient safety. An internal strategy is then defined, with the appropriate tools to manage CAPA response efficiently. Servier quality personnel, for example, are trained extensively to identify operational risk, and are provided the means to collect the best data before ultimately implementing the corrective process to fix the problem.

**MORE THAN PASSING INSPECTION**

Few regulatory environments are as intensive and pervasive as those brought by the world’s prominent drug and consumer...
Global pharmaceutical supply chain trends

SERVIER
Company Overview

Servier is an international pharmaceutical company governed by a nonprofit foundation and headquartered in France. With a strong international presence in 148 countries and a turnover of 3.9 billion euro in 2015, Servier employs over 21,200 people worldwide. Corporate growth is driven by Servier’s constant search for innovation in five areas of excellence: cardiology, oncology, metabolism, neuropsychiatry and rheumatology, as well as by its activities in high-quality generic drugs. Being completely independent, the Group reinvests 25% of Servier’s products turnover in research and development, and all its profits in its growth.

health agencies, FDA and the EMA chief among them. Proactive compliance at Servier manifests itself as a “Right First Time” ethic. Being proactively compliant means not waiting for an issue to decay, but to anticipate it, thinking ahead so that the organization can respond more efficiently with a high-performing response.

Compliance strategy based on remediation can be shortsighted and become a drag on operations. To combat this, Servier’s corporate QMS monitors anticipated regulatory change in order to craft the best policies and cost-effective solutions. To emerge ahead of compliance, Servier’s corporate QMS monitors anticipated regulatory change in order to craft the best policies and cost-effective solutions.

Organizationally, Servier identifies experts from their quality and manufacturing operations that have experience dealing with their specific regulatory agencies. Combining local expertise and central quality authority helps Servier manage its global compliance efforts effectively and assure the performance of its chemical and drug substance quality systems worldwide.

Approximately 10 years ago, Servier instituted a comprehensive inter-site corporate audit program, which brings the company’s quality managers to perform audits together annually. During this time, the team reviews the performance of each of their eleven sites, with the end goal being to increase the harmonization of the total organization. Servier conducts its own audits of select facilities and then invites quality managers from those facilities to present their findings to colleagues. This effort has proven to be very effective in aligning corporate and local QMS. Indeed, Servier’s annual audit program is key in developing continuity.

Ultimately, the performance of Servier’s quality systems are dependent on the connectivity and knowledge sharing that stems from the company’s collective, cross-discipline collaborative approach, policies that promote continuous improvement and feedback to guide the organization. These efforts cascade across the enterprise via best practice sharing and the promotion of QMS efficiency. Creating a world-class QA/QC effort takes time, though it cannot exist in a siloed, hierarchal organization that segregates core functions. With more than 11 years of increasing responsibility in product management and quality, Dartiguelongue serves as the Qualified Person for Servier’s pharmaceutical manufacturing site located in France.

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/in/philippe-dartiguelongue-46031a11b
Email philippe.dartiguelongue@servier.com
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In recent years, improving downstream manufacturing has become an emerging challenge to the biopharmaceutical industry. Initially, the bottleneck in biopharmaceutical manufacturing existed in the output of bioreactors. Due to advances in cell line development and upstream process (i.e., perfusion), the output of bioreactors has increased at a much faster pace than downstream processing capacity.

Traditionally, downstream purification has been governed by batch chromatography, in which desired products are captured and purified via a single large chromatography column. An imbedded drawback of batch chromatography lies in its limited ability to expand processing capacity. Once installed, switching the existing capture column to a larger-size column is often physically and economically challenging. Another design flaw in batch chromatography is its inability to load chromatography resin to its full capacity since product breakthrough must be avoided, which can translate to an underutilization of the resin and hence considerable resource waste.

To cope with the increasing demand on downstream processing, capture columns generally have to be cycled multiple times, which creates additional holding time when the load material is not being processed.

The biopharma industry would benefit greatly from an improved process to more efficiently use the resin in the capture step. Multi-column chromatography achieves both better productivity and cost reduction, making it an attractive solution to meet this challenge. Most importantly, remarkable recent progress has been made in this area, enabling smooth implementation of MCC into downstream bioprocessing.

**MCC Overview**

MCC is based on the same fundamental principles as batch chromatography with slight differences in design, operation and application.

**How it Works**

In a multi-column paradigm, product is captured during the load phases using a series of small columns connected in series to create a load zone, instead of one large column in batch mode. Each column size can be 10 to 20 (or more) times smaller than a single conventional batch column. Effluent material from the first column is passed over a second column, thereby collecting any breakthrough product not bound by the first column in the series. During operation, once the first column is fully loaded and washed, it is disconnected from the series and the second column becomes the lead-loading column in the load phase. The first column is then eluted, regenerated, equilibrated and cycled back to the end of the column series while the second column reaches saturation and is ready to be separated from the system. Product breakthrough is no longer a major concern in MCC since the unbound products are bound by the second column in the load series.

In a complete MCC cycle, a column is loaded before going through wash, elution, regeneration and equilibration steps sequentially without even interrupting the loading of the other columns, thus achieving continuous processing. By contrast, in batch chromatography, the loading is stopped well before the saturation of the resin with the product, and the whole column must be processed through the entire sequence of phases before additional load material can be processed.

Overall, MCC must still operate within the limitations of the inherent binding kinetics of a given target molecule and resin, but the configuration of sequential columns optimizes the process to allow higher operating binding capacity compared to batch mode chromatography. This major improvement in MCC allows the operational binding capacity to approach equilibrium binding capacity, or complete resin saturation. Conversely, in batch chromatography, the resin is typically loaded to less than 80% of the dynamic binding capacity before product breakthrough is observed, which corresponds to ~60% of the complete utilization that MCC targets.

**BioSMB Technology**

MCC not only enhances resin capacity utilization but also significantly increases productivity (grams of product purified per liter of resin per hour, g/L/hr) and reduces the volume of resin needed as well as buffer consumption. In a comparison study of a typical clinical-scale 2,000-liter bioreactor; 3.5 g/L mAb) Protein A capture process, the MCC process using Cadence BioSMB technology (Pall Corporation) achieved a productivity of 50 g/L/hr using 8 columns with 20 centimeter (cm) internal diameter (ID) and 7 cm of bed height and 17 liters of resin. The corresponding batch process
reached a productivity of 8.37 g/Lhr using a single column with an ID of 80 cm and height of 20 cm and 100 liters of resin. Total buffer consumption was reduced by more than 30%. Overall, BioSMB technology requires reduced resin volume to operate but offers a higher degree of flexibility to accommodate capacity demands. The system can readily meet the desired processing capacity by adding the number of columns, and possibly switch times.

**STRAIGHTFORWARD TRANSITION FROM BATCH TO MCC**

The MCC platform is quite comparable to batch chromatography as they both are developed based on the same principles and use the same chromatography media and buffer systems. The product and process knowledge accumulated by batch processing can be used to set up and optimize MCC process. In addition, MCC technology is designed to be compatible with existing manufacturing setups. Therefore, converting a batch process into an MCC-based continuous process is surprisingly straightforward.

The configuration starts with a few small-scale single column breakthrough experiments to determine the breakthrough curves that are used to identify the ideal operating bed capacity (OBDC) for MCC (i.e., the amount of product bound to the first column before product breakthrough occurs on the second column). Another important parameter in MCC is the residence time calculated by dividing the column volume with flow rate (column volume/flow rate). The design space can then be modeled through a series of single column experiments to determine the range of optimal loading residence times to achieve desired productivity.

To facilitate the process transition, many MCC systems offer complementary software that enables in silico modeling of the MCC system. This computational approach can be a valuable tool in predicting the impact of process variables on process performance as well as selecting process parameters, especially during process scale-up. In addition, the simulation data generated from the software is fairly accurate in predicting physical performance of the process as it is verified by the experimental results.

Another appealing feature of MCC is automation. The BioSMB technology, for example, is a fully automated MCC system in which the only manual labor required is to set up the buffer and column connections prior to the continuous run. Moreover, the BioSMB control software provides on-line monitoring and control functions that include UV absorbance, conductivity and pH monitoring of multiple outlets, as well as pressure measurements at all inlets. In addition, the use of disposable technologies, such as pre-packed columns, with BioSMB can further simplify the process and reduce labor cost and human error. In MCC processes, pre-packed columns are much preferred to ensure column performance consistency.

**CMC BIOLOGICS LEADS THE TRANSITION TOWARDS MCC-BASED DOWNSTREAM MANUFACTURING**

The multi-column chromatography technology offers prominent productivity gains and economic advantages for downstream bioprocessing. Despite the upfront capital expenses required for adopting MCC technology, the significant cost savings achieved from resin reduction and productivity improvement make it a justifiable investment, which will benefit the drug developer in the long run. Furthermore, the MCC process is especially beneficial for clinical stage biologics production, as the manufacturing budgets are constrained.

Recognizing the financial burden associated with generating clinical lots, CMC Biologics has become the first contract development and manufacturing organization (CDMO) that offers multi-column chromatography using BioSMB technology to help clients reduce clinical manufacturing cost through improved resin utilization. CMC Biologics’ technology vendor, Pall Life Sciences, is proactively interacting with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) emerging technology group on topics relating to BioSMB and continuous biomanufacturing. With enabling technology and expertise in place, CMC Biologics is playing a pivotal role in helping the biopharma industry transform from batch processing to MCC-based manufacturing.
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该平台相当可比于批次色谱法，因为它们基于相同的原理和使用相同的色谱媒体和缓冲系统。该产品和过程知识的积累，可以用于设置和优化MCC过程。另外，MCC技术的设计是兼容现有制造设置的。因此，将批间过程转换为MCC连续过程是相当直接和容易的。

该配置从几小规模单柱突破实验开始，确定了突破曲线，这些曲线用于确定 MCC (即，产品被第一根柱子吸附之前的产品通过第二根柱子的量)。另一个重要的 MCC 参数是柱流时间，通过将柱体积除以流量 (柱体积/流量) 来计算。设计空间随后可以模拟能通过一系列单柱实验来确定最佳的加载柱体时间来达到期望的生产力。

要促进过程过渡，许多 MCC 系统提供互补的软件，可以在 MCC 系统中使用，仅需要手动劳动是设置缓冲和柱连接，然后开始连续运行。此外，BioSMB控制系统提供了在线监控和控制功能，包括 UV 吸收度，电导率和 pH 监测的多个输出，以及所有入口的压力测量。

另外，使用一次性技术，如预装柱，与 BioSMB 结合可以进一步简化过程并降低劳动成本和人力成本。在 MCC 过程中，预装柱非常受欢迎，以确保柱性能一致性。

**CMC BIOLOGICS LEADS THE TRANSITION TOWARDS MCC-BASED DOWNSTREAM MANUFACTURING**

多柱色谱技术提供了显著的生产力和经济优势，对于下游生物处理来说是至关重要的。虽然采用 MCC 技术的初始资本支出是巨大的，但是从树脂减少和生产力改进中获得的显著成本节约使得它成为具有成本效益的投资，对药企来说在长期是有益的。此外，MCC 过程特别有利于临床阶段生物药生产，因为制造预算受到限制。

认识到财务负担与产生临床批次有关，CMC Biologics 已经成为第一家合同开发和生产组织 (CDMO) 提供多柱色谱使用 BioSMB 技术帮助客户通过提高树脂使用效率来减少临床生产成本。CMC Biologics的技术供应商 Pall Life Sciences 正积极与美国食品和药物管理局 (FDA) 新兴技术小组合作，讨论 BioSMB 和连续生物制造。

通过启用技术并在其位置中，CMC Biologics正在发挥关键作用，帮助生物工业从批间处理过渡到MCC制造。
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生产管理部，Copenhagen Facility

INNOVATIVE SCALABILITY TO FIT YOUR NEEDS

CMC Biologics 了解了公司，这些公司通过其生物制药开发和生产服务要求灵活性和能力。通过作为我们的优先事项，我们已经投资扩大我们作为中西部和欧洲的合同开发和制造服务，包括单一用途生物反应器配置，范围从 2000L 到 12000L 的规模。
The pharmaceutical analytical services market is growing, but the competition is heating up. (Bio)pharmaceutical companies rely on analytical service providers to provide high-quality support for core testing needs so they can best leverage their internal resources. To meet industry needs for high-quality, rapid, cost-effective testing services, BioDuro is now offering clients an enhanced strategy to access its extensive analytical expertise for the support of discovery, formulation, development and manufacturing activities through new standalone analytical services.

NEW STRATEGIES REQUIRED TO MEET CHANGING NEEDS IN THE ANALYTICAL SERVICES MARKET

BY MAGDALENA MEJILLANO AND LIJUN DUN, BIODURO

The strong growth of the analytical testing services market has attracted many new entrants, leading to steadily increasing competition for well-established, standalone service providers. Today, many contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs), both large and small, that have analytical capabilities to support their development and manufacturing activities, now offer analytical services and some expertise as well. Numerous smaller firms specializing in analytical services only have also entered the market and compete on pricing and possibly shorter turnaround times.

OUTSOURCING ALLOWS REDIRECTION OF RESOURCES

As the complexity, not only of new drug substances, but also of drug development, formulation and manufacturing processes, continues to increase, (bio)pharma companies are pressured to make maximum use of project resources. Outsourcing of an ever-wider variety of essential analytical functions that don’t require extensive training, expertise or equipment has therefore become the norm.

Analytical method development, including optimization and transfer, analytical method validation, release testing, stability studies and associated testing (e.g., micro-testing and raw material testing), are all core services required by all pharmaceutical companies and most frequently outsourced. By doing so, they free up resources for redirection to address more challenging research and product development issues and provide a greater understanding of the drug development process and the experts required to conduct the analyses and interpret the results.

Manufacturers seeking analytical testing service providers look for quality in terms of technical performance — i.e., the quality of the data and work performed as well as with respect to regulatory compliance. In particular, the ability of an analytical testing outsourcing partner to recognize out-of-specification (OOS) materials very early on in a project and proactively deal with such issues is crucial; if caught at a late stage, OOS issues can lead to the derailment of projects.

Cost does remain a factor, of course, particularly for more commoditized services. However, most customers do not consider cost as an independent determinant. Rather, the cost versus value equation is the decision driver. Most clients are willing to pay a premium if the service provider offers regulatory expertise can be a real differentiator when it comes to choosing an analytical testing partner. These firms often offer innovative contract options, including analytical testing service providers — that offer more customized and flexible contracts for analytical services provided by companies in India and China. There are challenges with outsourcing analytical services to the region, particularly with respect to quality and intellectual property. In China, the former is actively being addressed by China’s Food and Drug Administration, which has issued stricter regulations and begun cracking down on noncompliant companies. These aggressive actions are anticipated to drive additional and most national outsourcing to the country in the future.

The strong growth of the pharmaceutical analytical testing services market has attracted many new entrants, leading to steadily increasing competition for well-established, standalone service providers. Today, many contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs), both large and small, that have analytical capabilities to support their development and manufacturing activities, now offer analytical services and some expertise as well. Numerous smaller firms specializing in analytical services only have also entered the market and compete on pricing and possibly shorter turnaround times.

OUTSOURCING ALLOWS REDIRECTION OF RESOURCES

As the complexity, not only of new drug substances, but also of drug development, formulation and manufacturing processes, continues to increase, (bio)pharma companies are pressured to make maximum use of project resources. Outsourcing of an ever-wider variety of essential analytical functions that don’t require extensive training, expertise or equipment has therefore become the norm.

Analytical method development, including optimization and transfer, analytical method validation, release testing, stability studies and associated testing (e.g., micro-testing and raw material testing), are all core services required by all pharmaceutical companies and most frequently outsourced. By doing so, they free up resources for redirection to address more challenging research and product development issues and provide a greater understanding of the drug development process and the experts required to conduct the analyses and interpret the results. Consequently, analytical service providers can impact the progress of a program at all stages, including formulation—selection manufacturing process deci-
from discovery to clinical-trial material manufacture. The company is implementing a new strategy to leverage these capabilities to meet the growing demand in the pharmaceutical industry for high-quality, rapid analytical testing support with the introduction of standalone analytical services.

With both discovery- and development-related analytical expertise, BioDuro can support clients across the full development cycle, including studies to support discovery and candidate selection; preclinical to clinical activities, including API synthesis, screening and characterization; preformulation and formulation development; and engineering batch and clinical trial material manufacturing efforts. The analytical data drives several critical decisions as one navigates through several CMC drug development processes. Having an expert analytical team equipped with the right know-how and tool box to accelerate scientifically sound decision-making is essential to any program's success.

By offering standalone services, the company will be able to leverage its analytical expertise to help clients at early stages of their development projects through late-phase clinical trials. One advantage of the analytical arm of a CRO and CDMO like BioDuro is the ability to better understand the physical, chemical and biological properties of the API and drug product as well as the challenges of the formulation and manufacturing process. This inherent expertise will enable the development and optimization of the analytical methods more effectively and efficiently. With this new strategy, BioDuro is also removing most of the barriers generally in place with standalone analytical contract organizations that support different phases of drug development.

Often not well-equipped with knowledge of background information on and experience with the API and dosage form process development, a contract analytical testing laboratory can be handicapped when it comes to selecting the best analytical approach to develop methods, or troubleshooting atypical or out-of-specifications analytical data, among other things. The extensive collaboration approach at the company — along with centers of excellence in chemistry, DMVPK, solubility and bioavailability enhancement — will facilitate problem resolution, allowing the identification of analytical problems early on in a project before they become significant issues. As a result, the negative impact that analytical challenges can have on the overall program's quality, timelines and costs can be minimized.

New clients can also use the standalone analytical services as an effective mechanism for evaluating BioDuro as an outsourcing partner for formulation development, manufacturing and other services. Consequently, the new standalone strategy is anticipated to help grow BioDuro's business by utilizing various entry points within its continuum of service offerings. Expanding the analytical strategy from being a purely support function to a critical driver of the rest of the business functions within BioDuro is particularly aimed at enhancing the value that the company can provide to its customers.

As a key differentiator, being a smaller CDMO with niche areas of expertise, BioDuro is highly nimble and responsive and capable of forming deep collaborations with smaller/emerging biopharma companies that desire flexibility and responsiveness from their partners and require additional technical and program management support. With its deep knowledge of the drug discovery and CMC drug development process, including its challenges and barriers to success, BioDuro is able and willing to help these partners fill in the gaps in order to accelerate development times.

CONCLUSION

Demand for analytical testing support is growing within the pharmaceutical industry as biopharmaceutical companies seek to maximize the use of internal resources for highly complex and proprietary activities. BioDuro, with both discovery and development components, has analytical expertise not typically found at other CDMOs that enables the establishment of analytical strategies and the resolution of analytical method challenges earlier on in the development cycle for reduced client-program risk in a more cost-effective manner.
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Fifteen years ago, the pharmaceutical industry was abuzz: Computational modeling was about to transform the drug-discovery paradigm. Compound modeling and screening in silico would save lives, years of research, millions of dollars in costs and largely put an end to animal testing. Yet, when in silico success stories didn’t start pouring in, a kind of general malaise toward this approach fell over the pharmaceutical industry.

Out of the revolutions that happened in silico,” says Douglas Krafte, Chief Scientific Officer of Icagen, Inc., “happened in the subfields such as biology and chemistry, not in the fully integrated design and generation of new drugs.” A 2009 article published on the topic of in silico models in Drug Discovery Today confirms this phenomenon: “Although the development of computational models to aid drug discovery has become an integral part of pharmaceutical research, the application of these models often fails to produce the expected impact on productivity.” The inability of these in silico methods to shorten the timetable from R&D to Investigative New Drug (IND) status – as the industry anticipated – made many of the larger pharmaceutical companies hold tight to more classical drug-discovery approaches, implementing computational models only as a type of follow-on when the traditional approaches failed.

Another major shortcoming of the early in silico approaches was the method’s inability to detect off-target pitfalls. Compounds detected as having a high affinity for a specific target, which in silico models had predicted, produced detrimental downstream effects caused either by off-target binding or toxic metabolites. The early computer simulations simply weren’t robust enough to test many of the possible downstream outcomes, and so, evaluating the cost-benefit ratio of in silico approaches, many larger pharmaceutical companies decided to continue on the well-trodden path.

Nimbus Discovery

Then, also in 2009, the venture capital firm Atlas Venture teamed up with Schrödinger LLC, a New York-based company that primarily developed chemical simulation software and computational models focused on physics simulations, and with additional seed money from Bill Gates created the in silico-based pharmaceutical company Nimbus Discovery. With its expertise in multifaceted simulations for complex chemical structures, Schrödinger – along with top-in-the-field in silico scientists – hoped to customize and expand its software suite in order to make headway in what was then a sluggish silico drug-discovery domain. And it did. In April of this year, Gilead Sciences Inc. (best known for its effective hepatitis C treatments) purchased Nimbus Apollo, one of a half-dozen drug-discovery subsidiaries under the Nimbus Therapeutics umbrella, for a deal valued at $1.2b ($400M up front with up to $800M in development-related milestone payments). The deal was based on Nimbus Apollo’s successful phase I testing of an acetyl-CoA carboxylase inhibitor, “a master regulator of fatty acid synthesis and oxidation, [that] has been a sought-after yet intractable target over the past two decades.”

Experience Over Teraflops

The success of Nimbus did not go unnoticed by companies like Icagen Inc., a drug-discovery pharmaceutical company known for bringing many successful compounds to IND. In July of this year, Icagen made a transformative move that changed the face of the company by acquiring Sanofi’s facility in Tucson. With the purchase of the Tucson facility, Icagen – known in the industry as the preeminent researcher and developer of compounds that target ion channels – acquired the second-best (only behind Schrödinger) high-performance computational suite for in silico drug discovery.

Although the computational power of the Tucson facility is praiseworthy, “in-house computational power doesn’t mean much these days,” says Anil Nair, Director of In Silico Drug Discovery at Icagen. “Why build one house when you can rent houses all over the world?” A pharmaceutical company could call up Amazon tomorrow and buy whatever cloud computing power they need for the day, a week, or a year; 200 teraflops, 400 teraflops – computing power greater than anything Icagen or even Schrödinger has in-house.

“Although the computational power of these in silico tools is impressive,” says Douglas Krafte, Chief Scientific Officer of Icagen, “companies like Icagen, with almost a quarter of a century’s experience in drug discovery, are looking at the successes of Nimbus and realizing that by bringing in silico approaches to their existing platform, they can greatly reduce the time it takes to bring a candidate to IND. Some numbers being thrown around at Icagen these days are 24, or even 18 months to IND – a remarkable number considering the standard industry estimation is over five years.”

Besides being a transformative move, Icagen’s acquisition of the Sanofi facility brought “incredible talent, experience and capabilities,” says CEO Richie Cunningham, referring to the top scientists that will remain on-site at the Sanofi Laboratories ALMANAC.COM 89 PHARMA’S ALMANAC GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN TREND | 04 2016
facility as part of the agreement. This includes a group of scientists with a very high level of expertise within silico drug discovery “that positions Icagen as a Target to Lead Generation company at a time when there is a significant gap and need in the industry for quality leads. We at Icagen believe that selecting the right targets of interest based on market needs, combined with targets that fit our areas of expertise, is the key to our success.” What the move also brought about was the Icagen Tucson facility’s reach in terms of drug discovery. Although Icagen had predominantly focused on ion channels and transporters, the facility at Tucson has a much wider range of targets that Icagen now adds to its repertoire.

NARROWING THE PIPELINE: HOW IN SILICO WORKS

In many ways, scientists using in silico approaches for drug discovery have much in common with video game developers. When performing virtual screening, millions of compounds are docked into three-dimensional models of a specific target and scored based on the interactions. Molecular dynamics closely follow target conformation over time. Such simulations can be carried out for protein ligand complexes with solvent and membrane systems. The larger the system, the more the computing power needed and the longer the calculation (some can take weeks). Most steps require state-of-the-art computer graphics hardware.

By supporting a drug discovery program in silico from the very beginning, a pharmaceutical company can weed out thousands of compounds that don’t have a strong affinity for the target and compounds with potential liabilities. These include off-target activities, metabolism issues and suboptimal compound physico-chemical properties.

Fewer, stronger candidates means fewer compounds that chemists have to produce for any one specific target. Fewer compounds for any specific target means that a company can partner with a provider like Icagen and, without changing its size or makeup, run more drug-screening programs. A company that had its chemists producing 2,000 compounds for one drug-screening program can now (by utilizing the advantages of in silico approaches) have its chemists produce only ~200 well-designed compounds for the same protein target and thus significantly accelerate the discovery program and use the spared resources to take on new programs.

BRINGING IN SILICO APPROACHES TO ION CHANNELS AND TRANSPORTERS

The ion-channel drug market is expected to grow to $21.4b by the end of 2018, up from $12b in 2012.14 Some of the most universally difficult targets for in silico approaches are ion channels and transporters, due to challenges in mapping their three-dimensional structures. Ion channels and transporters are integral to many cellular processes, and the too-many-to-list diseases and ailments that arise when they malfunction have caused Icagen to build a considerable suite of traditional drug-screening approaches targeting them. These include an extensive portfolio of cell lines expressing difficult targets such as all the major ion channels and transporters, a label-free X-ray fluorescence method for direct ion flux measurements and assays for drug candidate screening based on several different technologies combined with robotic ultra-high-throughput screening, available at the Tucson facility. Icagen’s already-established ion channel discovery suite, paired with their now-considerable in silico capabilities, makes it an ideal partner for a pharmaceutical company looking to create compounds for an array of targets for which structural information is available. On the plate now are well-mapped-out structures for targets, whose mutations play a big role in human disease, such as inherited developmental and metabolic disorders and certain cancers. An ambitious client looking to target ion channels and transporters could find no better partner than Icagen.
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ACHIEVING SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OUTCOMES THROUGH THE DELIVERY OF MANUFACTURING SERVICES

BY JANICE GRAFF, GLAXOSMITHKLINE AND KASHAUNA ROHLEHR, GLAXOSMITHKLINE BIOPHARMA

In the rapidly growing but highly competitive biopharmaceutical market, drug innovators require the support of biologics contract manufacturers that offer more than just additional capacity. They must be financially stable, have an in-depth understanding of market needs and regulatory requirements, manufacturing expertise for right-first-time project implementation and a commitment to continuous improvement across all activities.

GROWING MARKET

In 2015, according to BioPlan Associates, the market for biopharmaceuticals was valued at $200 billion and growing at ~14% annually. Ten to 15 new biologic treatments are expected to receive approval each year, and the top products already on the market have annual sales of over $2 billion. Notably, 66% of the biopharma professionals responding to the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing Survey (n=587) indicated that their current and future product pipelines include large-molecule new biological entities (NBEs). In addition, 75% to 80% of survey respondents have biologic candidates under evaluation at each phase of development from discovery through Phase III/IV post-launch.4

Given the healthy state of the biologic drug market, it is not surprising that the biopharmaceutical contract manufacturing market is also experiencing strong growth. The value of the market in 2015 was estimated by HighTech Business Decisions (HBD) to be $3 billion. HBD also predicted that biopharmaceutical contract manufacturers would increase mammalian cell culture production capacity by 14% and microbial fermentation production capacity by 16% by the end of 2016.5

As strong growth in the biopharmaceutical market continues, both innovator companies and contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) are being affected by three key trends: increasing concentrations for cell-culture and fermentation processes, which is creating the opportunity to adopt smaller-volume, single-use equipment and placing pressure on downstream processing systems; the need for increased capacity, which is driving significant investments in facilities and equipment; and a shift to parenteral formulations, which is creating demand for fill/finish technologies and expertise.

CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT

Despite the rapid growth of the market and the trends outlined above, changing market dynamics are creating challenges for sponsor companies and their contract service providers. With blockbusters being replaced by targeted/personalized medicines (e.g., antibody-drug conjugates and cell therapies), new approval pathways for biosimilars and growing expectations for treatments that provide improved outcomes over existing products at lower cost (i.e., value- or evidence-based medicine), there is more pressure than ever to be first to market. State-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities that are more efficient, more scalable and more cost-effective are increasingly playing a role in the ability of drug manufacturers to get life-changing treatments to patients.

NEED FOR RELIABLE OUTSOURCING PARTNERS

While reducing costs was initially the key driver for outsourcing of biopharmaceutical manufacturing, today there are many reasons why biologic drug makers seek support from CDMOs. Improving quality, in fact, is the top goal, according to participants in the 2016 Nice Insight CDMO Outsourcing Survey.6 Reducing cost is of fourth importance after reducing time to market and increasing efficiency. Sponsor companies also hope to leverage contract manufacturer regulatory expertise, gain competitive advantage and access specialized technical and operational expertise.

Many of those goals can only be achieved through close collaboration with a reliable outsourcing partner – the type of collaboration that requires real commitment by both parties and results in long-term strategic partnerships. Operational, methodological and therapeutic expertise combined with a strong quality record and positive regulatory history will lead to a successful relationship or outcome. A demonstrated ability to meet project deadlines and clear commercialization successes that include delivery of product on or ahead of schedule and at or under budget are essential for CDMOs desiring to participate in such relationships.

Good communication skills, a thorough understanding of customer requirements, knowledgeable and professional experts, transparency and a willingness to go beyond contract specifications also facilitate successful strategic partnerships. Successful CDMOs collaborate closely with biopharmaceutical manufacturers and continually share information through open lines of communication, allowing for the identification and resolution of any problems before they become serious.

All of these characteristics enable CDMOs to help their biopharmaceutical customers reduce the risk of outsourcing and simultaneously achieve their other goals. Financial stability, which has become increasingly important as a risk mitigation factor due to the turbulent conditions in the pharmaceutical market, is also vital.

PROVIDING CAPACITY IS INSUFFICIENT

An integrated CDMO that is part of a world-leading pharmaceutical firm also has the ability to provide efficient and effective process and analytical method...
development support, both of which are essential for achieving cost-effective, robust biopharmaceutical manufacturing operations. Processes designed with scale-up to commercial volumes in mind enable much smoother technology transfer, reduced manufacturing issues, higher product quality, lower processing costs and faster time to market. “Right first time” technology transfer, whether of an established process from a customer facility to the CDMO or from the process development lab to the production facility within the CDMO, is a crucial capability for competitive biopharmaceutical contract service providers.

Process development begins with the expression system and continues through to biologic drug substance release, covering all of the upstream and downstream unit operations that lie in between, plus analytical and cleaning method development and validation. True biopharmaceutical CDMOs can support their clients across the entire gamut of process development activities, including cell line development and banking, scale-down, process characterization utilizing design space mapping via design of experiment (DoE) approaches, process optimization, and viral clearance studies and toxicology lot manufacture — in addition to scale-up, tech transfer, GMP manufacture and validation.

CONCLUSION

GSK’s focus is to deliver more products of value, both as a CDMO supporting our biopharma partners and as a world-leading drug manufacturer. The ultimate goal is to provide novel medicines to patients in need. For instance, through our agreement with Verily Life Sciences (formerly Google Life Sciences) to form Galvani Bioelectronics, we will be developing and commercializing bioelectronic medicines. We have also recently introduced several new monoclonal antibody drugs, including Benlysta (eplisibamub) for the treatment of active systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE or lupus), the first lupus treatment approved by the FDA in over 50 years; Nucala (mepolizumab), an add-on maintenance treatment for severe asthma; and Strimvelis (CGR, USAN) for the treatment of severely active rheumatoid arthritis (RA). In Europe, GSK will also be offering filgrinsodil, a first outright gene-therapy-based cure for a rare disorder, specifically ADA-SCID, a sometimes-fatal inability in children to fight infections. GSK continues to invest in high-quality manufacturing. At the Upper Merion facility outside of Philadelphia, GSK is expanding its cell-culture production capabilities at the 500 L scale to support late-phase clinical and commercial production. These investments will enable GSK to continue to accommodate the strong organic growth that the biopharma sector is experiencing. These examples highlight the depth of GSK’s commitment and expertise in the development and commercialization of novel biotherapies. As a CDMO that operates as an independent group within a large pharmaceutical company, GlaxoSmithKline Biopharmaceuticals’ goal is to utilize this extensive knowledge and our global manufacturing network in order to serve as a reliable partner that delivers more products of value through world-class manufacturing and thus contributing to exceptional treatment outcomes for patients.
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Biopharmaceutical companies with portfolios heavily staked in the development of therapeutics that require some form of fermentation — namely many active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), peptides, antibodies and other small molecules — face the challenge of creating medium- and long-term production plans. Building a new bioprocessing facility that is capable of handling the development and manufacturing of complex biotherapeutics can cost anywhere from $50M to $650M, and may require up to four years to complete. Although the upfront cost of building a facility may seem substantial, it is often much less than the potential revenue lost by missing a drug launch date, which is estimated at anywhere from $1M/day to $14M/day — with “blockbuster” drug releases reaching even higher. In order to mitigate the amount of time and effort necessary to build a new facility, many biopharmaceutical companies form strategic partnerships with specialized CDMOs that already have the necessary bioprocessing capacities in place. Established on Prince Edward Island in Atlantic Canada 45 years ago, BioVectra has 10-plus years of experience in producing small molecules, APIs (including high-potent APIs and cytotoxic compounds), peptides, and complex antibodies using filamentous fungal and bacterial strains, native and recombinant bacteria, and salt-water microbial organisms. In the past year the organization has had a 100% success rate in fermentation reactions, producing 33 distinct sets with an average titer well above the industry standard. Recently the company has expanded their fermentation capabilities to include a third commercial fermentation suite in the geographically distinct location of Windsor, Nova Scotia.

By the end of 2016, the three fermentation suites — each capable of producing cGMP products — will have a total capacity of over 65,000 liters. Each of the three suites house bioreactors of different capacities to meet a client’s specific needs, whether it be research and development (2 x 30 L; 1 x 100 L; 1 x 130 L), clinical (1 x 500 L; 1 x 1,000 L; 1 x 1,500 L; 1 x 3,000 L), commercial (1 x 10,000 L; 1 x 15,000 L; 2 x 17,000 L) or any combination of the three. Experience paired with the diversity and breadth of upstream equipment makes BioVectra an ideal partner for producing both commercial mainstream biotherapeutics and assisting in the development and production of biotherapeutics for a niche market.
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New pharmaceutical development and business models alike rely on speed-to-market for success. Those able to implement their process first by securing commercial-scale GMP capacity faster than their competitors will have a distinct advantage.

The business of drug development and manufacturing has fundamentally changed. On the one hand, commercializing and manufacturing new, class-leading drugs has become increasingly cost-prohibitive. Globally, most mature markets will continue to increase their per capita drug spending. China’s growth rate, for example, is expected to jump 70% by 2018, according to IMS analysis.

**SPEED-TO-MARKET AS THE KEY TO SUCCESS**

The pharma industry has capitalized on advances in medicine and science with product and process innovation. Companies have reshaped their business models to overcome regulatory and market access hurdles, while at the same time remaining competitive. They have extended the life of their portfolios. They have established operations in emerging markets in order to meet post-patent protection business goals, satisfy shareholder expectations and serve untapped markets. Speed – specifically, speed-to-market – has been and remains the key to success. In order to achieve fastest time-to-market, one must have reliable access to cGMP process capacity, when and where it is needed.

According to PricewaterhouseCooper, drug developers rely on four strategies in order to increase profits: research and development productivity, patent and product extension, marketing and sales initiatives, and manufacturing and supply chain cost-efficiency measures. Advances in knowledge and information management have allowed companies to create new products and develop new processes more quickly. However, there are still limitations within the R&D process, particularly with regard to clinical development. In value-based systems, clinical demonstration is clearly becoming more important, and potentially costlier, to drug companies and innovators. That being said, as both human genomics and pharmaceutical science continue to advance, we can anticipate a higher success rate from trials. This means more therapies in less time, which, as a result, will put more pressure on those responsible for delivering manufacturing capacity.

A product’s success depends on a rapid transition to market, which is why achieving full-scale production in less time has many benefits, such as extended patent protection for approved drugs. Likewise, penetrating new markets before the competition can produce a profound and lasting advantage. Manufacturing capability, once perceived as a time-consuming obstacle to initial market penetration, now determines success more than ever before.

Historically, costs over the life of the product were relatively small when compared to the initial cost of R&D. And so, in tandem with restrictive regulatory expectations, this view prompted many organizations to focus on R&D investment and manufacturing expertise. Now, drug companies need faster access to advanced manufacturing capability. Likewise, drug designs have become more complex. In order to manufacture them correctly and compliantly, these newer drugs require a range of current design and engineering techniques, including more sophisticated automation.

To put the situation bluntly, those fastest to market will win, regardless of the product or the market strategy. And getting products on the market quickly requires flexible manufacturing capabilities. However, for many industry players, the capability to engineer and build manufacturing capacity can be extremely challenging. With all the intricacies and complexity involved in building and commissioning full-scale manufacturing capacity, even the most adept organizations are seeking better methodologies in order to acquire what they need within the tighter and tighter time frames.

As the healthcare product manufacturing industry has evolved, organizations focus more on delivering their core services. As a result, they rely on outsourcing, managing risk by fostering deeper, closer relationships with their strategic partners. They do this for two reasons. First, outsourcing allows them to access development and manufacturing expertise.
Customized Solutions for Full Scale Operations

- C&Q Planning
- C&Q Execution
- Cleaning Validation
- Process Validation
- Automation
- Tech Transfer
- Program Management
- Paperless Execution Solutions

When You Need to Meet a Higher Standard

Commissioning Agents offers a GMP information management suite, BioVoke™, which facilitates the successful delivery of a quality-by-design manufacturing operation. The software platform is designed to help pharma and its supply chain partners meet cost-reduction and schedule-reduction goals while answering the mandate to deliver quality and compliant manufacturing facilities. BioVoke provides operations managers and facility leadership with efficient information management and electronic testing capabilities. This in turn helps plant operations execute their mission to deliver highly reliable, high-performance, qualified facilities and processes.

Commissioning Agents, Inc. designed its web-based software to be a unified, single-system solution that seamlessly integrates process control strategy, quality risk control, user requirements, test plans, design and building elements, equipment, commissioning, verifying, protocols, punch lists, discrepancies, TOPs, SOPs, project changes, deviations, meeting minutes, scope definition, key decisions, action items and more. BioVoke allows for real-time collaboration and provides an efficient process to deliver GMP manufacturing capacity. BioVoke supports traditional C&Q approaches or the ASTM E2500 approach to meet quality risk-management expectations based on product and process knowledge.

Second, outsourcing allows them to span any gaps in manufacturing capability and accelerate their go-to-market plans.

We have established that developing flexible, fast and sophisticated manufacturing capabilities is essential to compete and succeed in the current market. For many, the question still remains “how to get there from here?” Constructing, commissioning, achieving full-scale operation and maintaining a GMP manufacturing facility is a complex process. In particular, teams responsible for delivering this capability must successfully integrate [1] the molecule and its process chemistry; [2] the equipment, systems and automation; [3] process control strategy; and [4] human performance elements. Most teams focus on placing an asset in service, fully qualified. But that does not get us to successful GMP operational capability. Instead, teams must focus on safely, efficiently and effectively managing the asset, interacting across functional and managerial boundaries to create, share and develop information. Projects of this magnitude are a personnel- and information-management challenge.

A FIELD GUIDE TO FULL-SCALE OPERATIONS

The recipe for success requires equal parts innovation and experience. Over the past twenty years, Commissioning Agents, Inc. has led the industry in helping our clients to improve the performance and reliability of their processing and manufacturing facilities. We have distilled our two decades of collective wisdom into a standardized method – entitled FIELD BOOK: The Chemistry of Full-scale Operations – for bringing GMP manufacturing capability to fruition, from concept to operations. The Commissioning Agents, Inc. platform distills GMP production into five integrat-ed elements (see figure), which outlines the necessary steps to develop successful, cost-effective, high-yield, reliable, efficient and compliant operations.

The FIELD BOOK’s rubric is organized into five well-defined modules to take a product from development to full-scale operations:

1. Project
2. Process/Product
3. Staff
4. Facility
5. Quality

The FIELD BOOK’s approach listens to the “Voice of the Product” to determine what a product truly needs from its manufacturing quality system to be reliably produced in a high-yield, high-quality manner. The FIELD BOOK integrates information technologies, staff development and operation design to allow owners to effectively manage and operate full-scale product manufacturing operations in a GMP-regulated industry. Speed-to-market has never been more important to drug owners and developers. Getting to commercial-scale processing the fastest with safe, robust GMP manufacturing is the goal, and the Commissioning Agents, Inc. FIELD BOOK offers the map and the means to achieve it. [1]
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Ash Stevens

Ash Stevens, Inc. announced that it has been acquired by Piramal Pharma Solutions, a world-class CDMO with locations in North America, Europe and Asia. As a leading provider of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and highly potent APIs (HPAPIs), Michigan-based Ash Stevens will add to Piramal’s existing presence in North America.

Ash Stevens customers are poised to gain from Piramal’s full-service, global pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities. Similarly, Piramal’s customers will benefit from the new addition of expert HPAPI services in North America, allowing for the single-source supply of HPAPIs and drug substances.

Located in Riverview, Michigan, Ash Stevens has over 50 years’ experience in the development and manufacture of APIs, including HPAPIs. The facility offers cGMP manufacturing, extensive analytical capabilities, regulatory support for all phases of development and manufacture.

“The acquisition of Ash Stevens fits well with our strategy to build an asset platform that offers scale to our partners and collaborators,” commented Vivek Sharma, CEO of Piramal Pharma Solutions. “North America is a key market that we can now service with our three local facilities—the injectable facility in Kentucky for fill-finish needs, the Toronto facility for complex high-value APIs, and now Ash Stevens in Detroit for HPAPIs. Having facilities with a differentiated platform and a geographical proximity to clients are keys towards building strategic partnerships,” he added.

Icagen and the Nanion SyncroPatch384 Platform

We feel that the SyncroPatch384 is the ideal mechanism to leverage Icagen’s decades of ion-channel drug discovery experience and extensive inventory of cell lines for our customers and clients.

Icagen Inc. is proud to announce the purchase of a SyncroPatch384 high-throughput electrophysiology instrument from Nanion Technologies, Inc. The company has entered into an agreement focused on the development of ion-channel assays using this platform. Since purchasing the technology, multiple assays have been developed by Icagen. Douglas Kraefe, Ph.D., the company’s Chief Scientific Officer, believes SyncroPatch 384 is perfect for managing extensive cell line inventory and sees high value in Nanion’s expertise. “We evaluated the available options in this technology space and are excited to have acquired the Nanion platform and to be working with this company. We feel that the SyncroPatch384 is the ideal mechanism to leverage Icagen’s decades of ion-channel drug discovery experience and extensive inventory of cell lines for our customers and clients,” Kraefe commented.

Similarly, Nanion’s vice president, Rodolfo Haedo, agrees that the joining of Icagen’s ion-channel discovery experience and Nanion’s technology will help to advance the field. Overall, the purchase is intended to improve Icagen’s customer response regarding the expedited development of some of their clients’ more challenging discovery targets.

Nanion Technologies has a global presence (Europe, North America and Asia) and 14 years’ experience developing instruments for high-quality ion-channel research. Icagen is an ion-channel leader, with a growing toolbox that includes the XRpro® platform. XRpro® technology, enables high-throughput assessment of ion channels and transporters using X-ray fluorescence.

Douglas Kraefe, Ph.D., Chief Scientific Officer of Icagen, Inc.

In addition to several recently announced manufacturing investments, PCI Pharma Services announced two new additions to its U.S. sales team: Sue Ritchie and Fred Schulze. Sue and Fred bring extensive experience with selling in the North American market and, together with the larger PCI sales team, will work with clients across all of PCI’s cGMP drug development services.

Previously, Sue has held positions at Delavau (most recently), Johnson & John-son and King Pharmaceuticals, while Fred brings 30 years’ experience across the market, specifically as VP of Sales and Marketing at Coating Place Inc. PCI Pharma Services offers extensive drug development services that pair seamlessly with their clinical trial packaging, labeling and logistics offerings, as well as the company’s commercial packaging capabilities. From phase 1 clinical trials through commercial-scale production and supply, PCI has been serving the larger healthcare industry for more than 40 years.

We are delighted to welcome Sue and Fred to the PCI team. They bring extensive experience in selling services within the USA market to our client base of pharmaceutical and biotech companies, which will greatly support our continued growth ambitions.

Rob Jones, Executive Director of Business Development, PCI
In August, Avara Pharmaceutical Services, Inc. announced its acquisition of Astellas’s wholly owned manufacturing facility in Norman, Oklahoma. All employees will remain at the Norman site, which will continue to manufacture certain Astellas products on a contract basis. Under this agreement, Avara will oversee Astellas’s continued sourcing of a stable supply of high-quality products from the facility.

Regarding the acquisition, Tim Tyson, Chairman and CEO of Avara, commented, “We are excited to have the APT organization join the Avara team and to add this significant capacity to the Avara company. We are honored to have the strategic partnership with Astellas and to manufacture key products for them.”

Avara Pharmaceutical Services, Inc., is a Norwalk, Connecticut-based company with facilities in North America and Europe. As a CDMO with broad industry experience, Avara aims to exceed customer expectations with in-full, on-time delivery.

Pigeragen has officially completed its acquisition of Sanofi’s Oro Valley, Arizona research facility, approximately 15 miles north of Tucson, Arizona. The acquisition of Sanofi’s ultra-high-throughput biology, screening and chemistry capabilities enhances Icgagen’s current expertise as a specialized pharmaceutical company with a heightened capability in ion channels and transporters. As part of this agreement, Icagen and Sanofi will collaborate in a multi-year services contract on long-term discovery services.

Icagen’s management of a vast Sanofi compound library makes it more accessible to potential partners, thereby increasing the potential for drug discovery. This facility has been operating since 1990—though not always under Sanofi ownership—and offers capabilities in discovery biology, cell models, human biomarkers and stem cell–based assays.
In 2016, two drug-price-related “scandals” ignited near-universal criticism of the pharmaceutical industry, generating angry international headlines sustained by the intense scrutiny of social media. Regardless of the harsh rhetoric and political posturing, drug owners and developers are compelled to understand and consider an amazingly complex set of factors and influences to craft an effective, profitable pricing strategy in response—especially when attempting to introduce a new standard-of-care therapy that has no peer to help with its valuation.

To many consumers, advocacy groups and politicians, the pricing of drugs is seen as an arbitrary, exploitative process—the product of unbridled corporate greed and pursuit of profit above all else. Fortunately, for ethical companies the reality of pricing strategy is much, much different. The complexities associated with product pricing in the pharmaceutical sector continue to trouble the industry’s leadership, who are increasingly being driven to justify and defend the valuation process to a broad range of special-interest stakeholders.

Effective pricing comes from discipline and process. It’s nearly a given that the more sophisticated the product, the more sophisticated the organization behind it. This maxim applies to pricing strategy equally well, especially in the pharma sector. But no matter the industry, pricing strategy is a distinct discipline. Best practice for most sophisticated commercial and industrial players is to train professionals and staff internally and institutionalize a solid, viable pricing process that serves the commercial interests of the company best. Organizations like the Professional Pricing Society support the discipline, providing continuing education, information sharing and networking to help its members and member companies continuously improve their pricing models.

Pricing models vary, but there’s no one-size-fits-all process. One fundamental tenet is that efficient pricing systems tend to be associated with low-margin industries. Retail gasoline pricing, for example, is highly efficient because it fluctuates constantly to balance internal and institutionalize a solid, viable pricing process that serves the commercial interests of the company best. Organizations like the Professional Pricing Society support the discipline, providing continuing education, information sharing and networking to help its members and member companies continuously improve their pricing models.

Pricing at the intersection of supply and demand
Effective pricing policy strikes a balance between supply and demand; priced too high, demand falls and vice versa. The classic Disney example comes to mind: “When you have customers lining up to come in, your price is probably too low.” Studies by the Institutes of Medicine show that if the point-of-purchase price is too high, people tend not to fill their prescriptions and never take the medicines they’ve been prescribed.

Pricing in the Natural Resource Industry
Oil and similar commodities have specific pricing challenges, and may offer insight into how to respond to fluctuating markets. Oil and gas retailers tend to operate in cyclic markets, commanding higher margins when demand outpaces supply and lower margins (often negative) when market conditions change and supply exceeds demand. As mentioned, gasoline retailers respond to the same inputs on oil-per-barrel price, but rely more on refinery-capacity surplus and shortages (supply) to set gasoline prices. The premise is simple: companies must maximize pricing (margins) during good times so they can cover the downturns in demand and sales during the bad times. In the petroleum industry, the cash and profit generated from high-margin sales and upcycle demand expansion—which eventually leads to increased supply and lower prices/margins.

Cost-plus vs. Value-based pricing
It is generally accepted that value-based pricing is the more effective pricing method. According to Invento’s Balaji Viswanathan (VP Products), “Cost-plus pricing calculations are often used by default by many organizations and it creates many problems.” Critics of the methodology point out that cost-plus pricing has the dubious ability to simultaneously leave money on the table and leave customers wholly unsatisfied.

One solution to control the industry’s ability to set prices is to mandate a cost-plus pricing model. Under such regulation, the government only permits the company to charge just enough to cover production costs and defend the valuation process to a broad range of special-interest stakeholders. Pricing models vary, but there’s no one-size-fits-all process. One fundamental tenet is that efficient pricing systems tend to be associated with low-margin industries. Retail gasoline pricing, for example, is highly efficient because it fluctuates constantly to balance micro and macro supply-and-demand signals. A prime advantage for gas stations is convenience—a station located on the higher-traffic side of a street may often price higher; this sort of tactic does nothing to demystify gas pricing to the public. Regardless, if the price of gasoline is perceived to go above historic norms, the industry is subjected to public scrutiny and scorn similar to that experienced by the pharmaceutical industry.

Drug pricing remains pharma’s most contentious issue. Under tremendous pressure, the industry continues to evolve pricing strategy to satisfy intensive regulation, social/political scrutiny and competitive market forces—how other industries face the challenge of pricing may offer fresh insight to fuel an effective strategy. Getting pricing “right” is a tricky balancing act, but one that offers tremendous value for all.

PERSPECTIVES ON PRODUCT PRICING STRATEGY AND PRACTICE

BY HAIG ARMAGHANIAN AND JOSH DUNN, NICE CONSULTING

THE TREND TO REGULATE DRUG PRICES VIA COST-PLUS POLICY IS WANING.
and make a "fair return" on the product’s sale. This is possibly to allow the drug to be accessible to the general population and prevent the company from gaining too much profit.

However, the trend to regulate drug prices via cost-plus policy is waning. Both Germany and the U.K. have regulated toward value-based pricing regimes. The Affordable Care Act also introduced the value-based healthcare ethic to U.S. consumers as well. The reasons are legion, but setting price on a common understanding of cost and performance between buyer and seller has the potential to serve each party’s interests.

Pharma Industry forward

It’s clear that, contrary to the traditional approach of product pricing via a cost-plus margin rubric, those practices must now acknowledge the needs and perspectives of the customers as the starting point for any pricing/strategy development discussion. This applies as much to the pharmaceutical industry as it does to any other. The traditional pricing question of “What do I need to charge to cover my costs and make a decent return?” is quickly being supplanted by “Given the market’s perception of my product’s value, which of those products can we profitably produce?”

Pricing pharmaceuticals is a challenge. The complexities of establishing value can be both daunting and costly, starting with data from the earliest development phases, clinical trial results and eventually post-approval studies. The value-based pricing model is challenging to implement, especially when the product is first-in-class or aims to become a new standard of care. Ethical dilemmas must also be addressed; pricing to what the market will bear, for example, can result in disproportionately served populations.

Driving Efficiencies

The industry is seeking new ways to introduce efficiencies into all aspects of drug manufacture in order to help offset the external pressures that raise the cost of creating and manufacturing drugs, especially by developing longer-term product strategies that involve moving into the generic space. The rise of generics has also had a significant influence on drug pricing and product strategy, and is a great example of efficient drug pricing in close-competition environments. When margins drop, drug suppliers must refocus their business models on efficient pricing. This includes the need to manage production and supply chain cost more diligently. It’s at this point that CDMO/CMOs can play a key role: As pricing pressure mounts, drug manufacturers can drive economies of scale via a flexible supply chain.

Value of Price Optimization

Price optimization is crucial for a business seeking to boost its bottom line. Experience across multiple industry sectors points to an opportunity on the order of 1% to 2% of gross revenue. In other words, optimizing prices can raise a company’s annual revenue by as much as 2%. Overall, a business will gain value in terms of higher cash flow. For example, a $100M corporation can achieve as much as $5M a year in revenue as a result of minimal ($<5M) training and internal process development. Unlike many cost and productivity investments, price optimization can be done quickly (a matter of a few months) without the disruption of restructuring or the need for heavy CapEx investment. In almost all cases, pricing optimization has the better ROI.

Price optimization across the entire pharma value chain has the potential to yield benefits for all — pharmaceutical suppliers, pharma companies and consumers. Ultimately, pharma’s drug-pricing policies must focus on discovering, demonstrating and communicating the value of their therapies and the performance of their products to all stakeholders. The world is demanding much more than symptomatic relief from high drug prices, and this has prompted an entirely new valuation calculus for the industry.
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The pharmaceutical industry undergoes unprecedented levels of change, there are significant opportunities for the development and formulation of breakthrough medicines that can dramatically improve patient lives. To convert those opportunities into successful new drug products, however, numerous obstacles have yet to be overcome.

There is a real need in the industry for innovative dialogue and content around these issues that can drive toward practical and effective solutions. Conventional trade shows and conferences do not create an environment and atmosphere that can truly foster deep communication. To meet this need, That’s Nice has created Nice Symposium, an event designed to bring together pharmaceutical professionals from all stages of the drug commercialization cycle (discovery, development, formulation, manufacturing and packaging) so they can learn about and exchange technical knowledge with like-minded and innovative peers and supplier partners.

The first Nice Symposium event is tentatively scheduled for January 31 and February 1, 2017 in Durham, North Carolina and will focus on the challenges associated with oral solid dose formulation. The novel format, which includes a nontraditional open floor plan, is ideally suited for the refurbished American Tobacco Company complex, a unique venue that is itself a new resource in Durham, close to Research Triangle Park and easily accessible.

**Oral Solid Dose Formulation Challenges**

Oral delivery, when possible, is the preferred route of administration because it is the easiest method for patients and has the highest compliance rates. Oral formulations also tend to be the least costly, and there are many different dosage form options (tablets, capsules, gels, liquids, etc.) As a result, oral solid dose forms are attractive not only for new drug candidates, but the reformulation of existing products to extend patent protection or introduce improved generic versions.

Advances in combinatorial chemistry and high-throughput screening (HTS) technologies, while allowing the rapid synthesis of vast numbers of new potential drug candidates, have also resulted in the identification of candidates with promising mechanisms of action but that suffer from poor solubility and bioavailability. These active ingredients present significant formulation challenges and are driving the development of new techniques related to particle manipulation, hot-melt extrusion (HME), spray drying, co-crystal formation and the use of lipidic vehicles.

Many new chemical entities (NCEs) are also highly potent — approximately 25% of drugs on the market today are formulated with HPAPIs, and the overall HPAPI market is predicted to be growing at around 10%/year. These compounds, many of which are solids, require special handling (facilities, equipment, procedures, training) to protect workers and the environment from unintended exposure. They also often are formulated at very low dosages that require specialized formulation technologies to ensure uniform incorporation into the solid drug product.

**Growing Interest in Outsourcing**

In 2016, the contract manufacturing market size for solid dosage forms is anticipated to be $24.5B. That’s Nice, The Science Agency, has developed “Nice Symposium,” a unique industry think tank and interactive approach to enable supply chain partners and their customers to explore, demonstrate and push the envelope on real solutions to pharmaceutical industry needs. The first event, “Nice Symposium — OSD,” will focus on challenges around oral solid dosage formulation and is planned for early 2017.
the propensity to outsource oral solid dosage forms continues to grow modestly. Nice Insight’s 2016 CDMO Outsourcing Survey results indicated that for small-molecule drug substance services, small-molecule API commercial scale manufacturing was more popular than large-molecule API commercial scale manufacturing, at 33% and 30%, respectively. Similarly, for small-molecule drug product services, 70% of respondents indicated that they outsourced their drug product solid dose manufacturing (clinical scale) and 65% indicated they outsourced their drug product solid dose manufacturing (commercial scale). Both were higher compared to outsourcing of drug product semi-solid and liquid dose manufacturing (62% for clinical and 60% at commercial scale).5

TACKLING TOUGH TOPICS

The first Nice Symposium event will tackle the tough issues associated with oral solid dosage formulation, including overcoming poor solubility and bioavailability issues, working with high-potency compounds, selecting appropriate excipients, coating design and application and meeting the needs of different patient populations.

Other topics that will be addressed include managing clinical trials, improving manufacturing efficiency and productivity, overcoming logistics challenges, and regulatory compliance. Tableting and encapsulation, release control, inhalation and other technologies will be covered. Effective brand/product control, patient efficacy, supply chain transparency, fraudulent/counterfeit medicines and lifecycle management will also be raised.

Six panels comprising supplier companies and their invited customers will focus on the following topics:
- The Composition and Functioning of the Oral Solid Dose Supply Chain
- Worldwide Demand at All Stages in the Oral Solid Dose Supply Chain
- Capsule Technology and Patient Adherence
- Outsourcing Challenges and Opportunities, Including Sponsor Needs, Partner Models and Project Management Approaches
- Counterfeiting and Meeting Serialization Requirements
- Collaboration Across the Entire Oral Dose Supply Chain – Best Practices

NONTRADITIONAL INDUSTRY EVENT

In addition to the panel discussion designed to incorporate perspectives of all sides of supplier-customer partnerships, the nontraditional open floor plan of the venue is designed to encourage increased interaction and engagement between all attendees involved in oral solid dosage delivery from clinical to commercial, including sourcing, manufacturing, quality and executive leaders of API and excipient suppliers, processing and packaging equipment manufacturers and large-to-emerging biopharmaceutical companies.

Event sponsors each have their own “value stations,” or unique configurations of kiosks, tables and chairs with lounge areas and flat screens. Sponsors also receive a 15-minute presentation slot and custom invitations to the event for their top customers and prospects, who are also invited to participate on the panels (invited attendees pay no entrance fee). They also have the opportunity for a one-on-one interview with an editor of Pharma's Almanac that will be featured on www.pharmasalmanac.com for one month, published in a special section of the hard copy of Pharma's Almanac (on- and offline distribution of 97,000) and available as a PDF for the sponsor’s own use.

Several networking and partnership opportunities will be provided over the two-day event, including breakfast and lunches on both days and a dinner and social mixer on the first night. All meals are included. Participants will also have the opportunity to provide direct feedback on their experience at the first Nice Symposium, including valuable learning, as well as areas for improvement.

After the show, sponsors will also be provided with a contact list of all customer and peer participants and a Workshop Report on oral solid dosage formulation, including an exclusive “first look” at the Nice Insight Annual Survey results for Top CDMOs in OSD.

ENERGIZING AND SUPPORTIVE

The new Nice Symposium offers pharmaceutical professionals a place to come together to discuss important issues facing the industry in an energizing format designed to facilitate communication and in-depth knowledge sharing. It is also designed to support the growing importance of preferred partnerships between suppliers and their customers, whether contract service providers and drug innovators or equipment suppliers and generics manufacturers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Contact Nigel Walker at +1 212 366 4455 or nigel@thatnice.com

COMBINING PRODUCTIVITY WITH COST EFFICIENCY

AMSHERE™ A3 PROTEIN A RESIN

Leveraging our core competency in advanced polymer chemistry coupled and expertise in protein ligand design and conjugation, JSR Life Sciences has developed Amsphere A3, protein A chromatography resin.

Uniquely designed to purify mAbs using an innovative polymer matrix and proprietary ligand technology, Amsphere A3 provides outstanding capacity and impurity clearance.

For more information visit www.jsrlifesciences.com

5. The 2016 Nice Insight Contact Development & Manufacturing Survey.
ase of molecular synthesis and portfolio diversity advantages enable small molecules to be consist-
tently victorious compared to other drug modalities. A staunch focus on creativity in chemical space and enriched understand-
ing of drug parameters are surefire ways to spur innovation and a concomitant cure.

**SMALL MOLECULES RULE THE THERAPEUTIC LANDSCAPE**

In the realm of chemical modalities, small molecules have consistently been a lucky charm. Over 90% of FDA-approved drugs are small molecules. A record number of 45 new molecular entities (NMEs) ap-
proved by FDA in 2015 – and about 16 NMEs until July 2016 – accentuate how the properties of a small molecule can be tail-
ored to fit patient needs. In this article, I highlight two promising small molecules (see Figure 1 for structures) currently in clinical trials. The first part of the article investigates the role of CPP-115 (comple-
ed phase II) in epilepsy; whereas the sec-
tond part focuses on the treatment of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) using quizzartinib (in phase III).

**CPP-115: AN INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG FOR EPILEPSY**

The fact that 1 in 12 people will have a sei-
zure in their lifetime raises alarming sig-
als to mitigate, prevent and cure epilepsy. The etiology is still unclear, but one of the pharmacological strategies to treat sei-
zures is to replenish the local concentra-
tions of GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid, an inhibitory neurotransmitter in the hu-
m fantasy). Therefore, an effective, due to its inability to cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Therefore, an inhibitory neurotransmitter in the hu-
m a brain that is degraded by an enzyme called GABA aminotransferase (GABA-AT).

Mechanistically, CPP-115 binds to GABA-
AT, undergoing product transformation that kills GABA-AT’s function. In rat stud-
ies, CPP-115 suppressed spasms at a much lower dose (0.1 mg/kg; IC50 = 1 nM), a highly potent and selec-
tive FTS inhibitor, displayed excellent PK profile in rat and mice models, and killed tumors implanted on mice.

In a dose escalation phase I study (2 to 450 mg/day) involving 76 patients, quizar-
tinib exhibited safety, acceptable toxicity and clinical activity against both relapsed and refractory AML conditions. In phase II (two cohorts), quizzartinib sustained a high degree of activity in over 50% of FLT3-ITD+ patients who showed com-
plete response (CRc). About 50% of patients who were refractory (i.e., have not responded to initial AML ther-
apy) achieved CRc as well. Phase III trials are cur-
rently assessing the efficacy of quizzartinib as a sole epiphenomenon as well as in combina-
tion with other chemotherapeutic agents, are in progress.

**EPIDOCILE**

Out of 100 theoretically possible small molecules, a majority are still unexplored. The 50+ patented articles are highly innovative and are ambi-
tiously expected to become drugs. Nature has a penchant for small molecules and so do pharmaceutical companies!
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**Figure 1**

**TWO PROMISING SMALL MOLECULES IN CLINICAL TRIALS**
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Over the last 18 months, the Pharma’s Almanac has attracted high-level commentary and strategic analysis content from some of the industry’s most respected executives and operational experts. The online answer to the quarterly publication, PharmsAlmanac.com, is designed to be a platform that inspires opinion, ideas and collaboration. In addition to hosting articles found in print, the site will offer content exclusive to the web.

**Distribution**

The reach of the Pharma’s Almanac magazine, available as a supplement to the American Pharmaceutical Review (APR), is significant. APR’s network includes 62,000 BPA Worldwide readers; That’s Nice distributes to an additional 30,000 non-BPA readers and industry opinion leaders, for a total of 92,000 online readers. The online publication will no doubt increase this presence, likely more than doubling readership and unique visits.

**Inbound Online Marketing**

Pharma’s Almanac online, in conjunction with Nice Digital, offers the opportunity to create inbound, online marketing strategies with proven ways to selectively engage visitors with tailored, relevant content. Inbound techniques center on retaining organic visitors through automated suggestions. PharmsAlmanac.com includes News, Insights and Trends to guide readers in their experience of the site. Visitors can actively engage the site and choose increasingly selective points of access, prompted by their previous activity.

The site is intended to be a platform for companies seeking better visibility. By presenting the intrinsic value of operational and technical products and services to the market, business leads and opportunities are generated. Visitors to PharmsAlmanac.com, and readers from Pharma’s Almanac print editions, represent companies seeking—or interested in—information about understanding or overcoming operational hurdles, poor-performing equipment and other institutional or competitive challenges.

In addition to the array of articles from the past several issues, 2017 will include insights from the Nice Insight Outsourcing Surveys, including those focused on contract manufacturing and development organizations, contract research organizations, excipient suppliers, pharmaceutical equipment providers and intermediates providers, with separate surveys on supply chain and logistics, as well as Private Equity/venture capitalists. This newly sourced data will be analyzed and revisited throughout the year, to indicate both market status and overarching trends in pharma.

**Get in the Conversation — Be a Contributor**

If you have an area of specialty that you would like to share with our readers, you can submit article ideas directly to our editorial staff. Please refer to the Editorial Calendar, though we accept submissions on a broad range of topics throughout the year.
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Every Nice Insight Study is designed to develop the sector’s perceptions of market, sales and competitive trends measured via both a Customer Awareness (CA) and Customer Perception (CP) score. These scores, generated through the direct responses of survey participants, indicate the level at which polled companies are known in the market, and if they are known, how they are perceived. This can be used as a measure of market standing, specifically when comparing competitive brands against one another.

Through the launch of each survey, Nice Insight aims to create a panoramic view of the pharmaceutical market, considered from all sides, and using actionable customer insights to inform the most accurate analysis available. By taking each perspective into account, we are stringing together an informed gestalt, capable of tapping into trends as they are created. For a glimpse into the upcoming studies in 2017, please refer to our guide below, as we await next year’s glittering insights!

**CRO — PRECLINICAL, CONTRACT AND CLINICAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS**

Respondents to the 2017 Nice Insight CRO Survey will generate perception data on 74 out of 125 leading contract research organizations. CROs are evaluated under three primary service categories, including research, preclinical and clinical offerings. Under research, respondents will be asked to indicate their interest in surgical, process chemistry, regulatory and in vitro assay services, for example. Similarly under the preclinical category, the study explores specifying habits for general toxicology, bioanalytical testing, particle characterization, chemistry stability testing and other analytical services across small- and large-molecule drug development. Under the clinical category, the study 2017 CRO Survey investigates the complex operational/ logistical segments of clinical trial design, monitoring, data capture, recruiting, PK, PD and pharmacovigilance services.

www.niceinsightcro.com

**CDMO — CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATIONS**

Nice Insight’s Contract Development & Manufacturing Survey will comprehensively profile 164 out of 316 of the industry’s most prominent organizations. These organizations are selected by criteria that consider both the company’s active status in the market and their minimum annual sales, which must equal at least $20 million in order to be included.

The 2017 CDMO Outsourcing Survey will be deployed to an international pool of more than 500 key, qualified industry influencers and decision makers, selected based on title, organizational role and department, as well as their influence on the selection and contracting of development and manufacturing service providers. This year’s survey will be scored across a number of key categories, including primary drug substance and drug product operations; laboratory and specialized services, like hyphalization; and HPAPI handling. Subcategories of CDMOs’ operational capabilities include small- and large-molecule drug substance API manufacturing, blow-fill-finish, and aseptic fill and finish. The upcoming survey also prompts respondents to gauge their perceptions of a broad range of CDMO technical and operational capabilities, including biomanufacturing, clinical- and commercial-scale manufacturing across OSD, parenteral, combined and semi-solid products, plus primary and secondary packaging operations.

www.niceinsightcdmo.com

**PHARMACEUTICAL EXCIPIENTS**

Covering a list of 39 top excipient suppliers, participants in the 2017 Excipient Survey will be deployed to a comprehensive database of more than 500 key, qualified industry influencers and decision makers, selected based on title, organizational role and department, as well as their influence on the selection and contracting of development and manufacturing service providers. These companies will be scored across a number of key categories, including primary drug substance and drug product operations; laboratory and specialized services, like hyphalization; and HPAPI handling. Subcategories of excipients’ operational capabilities include small- and large-molecule drug substance API manufacturing, blow-fill-finish, and aseptic fill and finish. The upcoming survey also prompts respondents to gauge their perceptions of a broad range of CDMO technical and operational capabilities, including biomanufacturing, clinical- and commercial-scale manufacturing across OSD, parenteral, combined and semi-solid products, plus primary and secondary packaging operations.

www.niceinsightexcipients.com

**ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS (OEM)**

For 2017, Nice Insight survey a minimum of 500 respondents to evaluate equipment vendors based on process integrity, customer service, total cost of operations (TCO), overall equipment efficiency (OEE), post-sales support and reliability. Respondents will be asked about purchasing, specifying plans and projections

www.niceinsightoem.com

Nice Insight continues its research efforts, seeking fresh data, new perspective and technical, operational insight from the industry’s key decision makers on Contract Research Organizations (CRO), Contract Development and Manufacturing Organizations (CDMO), Pharmaceutical Equipment Manufacturers, Excipient Suppliers, Clinical Supply Chain, Intermediates and Private Equity/Venture Capital players.

A s another exciting year comes to a close, and corporate response to coming business cycles begins, collecting and analyzing data in order to understand the trends driving the industry continues to be an essential planning tool. Anyone who has ever presented a business proposal to an executive board will recognize just how necessary clearly presented market research data is in justifying a host of potential decisions, whether responding to competition, launching a new enterprise or serving expansion goals.

Nice Insight’s research has emerged from the recognition that with clear, empirical market and trend data available, businesses more effectively focus their marketing efforts and make better projections to sustain their brands. Nice Insight’s studies have surveyed the CRO, CDMO, excipient and equipment supplier landscape, starting for the first time in 2011, and continuing up until this year and into the next. In 2017, these surveys will be expanded to include Private Equity/Venture Capital, Clinical Supply Chain and Intermediates.

NOW TRACKING 4 YEARS OF DATA
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across two primary manufacturing processing categories: OSD tablets/capsules and sterile (primarily liquid) forms. The study will also examine processing equipment (machines and accessories), as well as packaging (primary and secondary). Bioprocessing associated with sterile processing is also covered, as are the equipment and machines required to conduct operations (including primary and secondary packaging).

Supply Chain Logistics

As we move toward 2017 and beyond, one tendency almost guaranteed to remain the same is pharma’s growing reliance on its supply chain to deliver the therapeutic value of its products. With the increasing number of clinical studies occurring globally, there has been a growing amount of emphasis on better understanding the character and dynamics of clinical logistics. To address these questions, Nice Insight will survey industry respondents to understand the key aspects of the clinical supply chain, as well as trends associated with the different levels of partner engagement.

www.niceinsightlogistics.com (01/01/2017)

CLINICAL SUPPLY CHAIN LOGISTICS
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Nice Insight’s research has emerged from the recognition that with clear, empirical market and trend data available, businesses more effectively focus their marketing efforts and make better projections to sustain their brands.

www.niceinsightpharmaceuticalintermediates.com (01/01/2017)

PHARMACEUTICAL INTERMEDIATES

SUPPLIERS

Pharmaceutical Formulation Intermediates, or API, are the powdered materials excipients — and active ingredients (APIs) — compressed and mixed together to make pills and tablets. This sector of the pharma supply chain has a primary role in pharmaceutical production. The 2017 Nice Insight Intermediates Survey will explore the purchasing and specifying trends of this critical aspect of the supply chain.

www.niceinsightIntermediates.com (01/01/2017)

PRIVATE EQUITY/VENTURE CAPITAL COMPANIES

Respondents to Nice Insight’s 2017 Private Equity and Venture Capital Survey will be generated from a pool of financial executives who are actively involved in the valuation and private equity/venture capital investment within the life sciences space. The PE/VC sector plays a pivotal role in innovation, providing early-, middle- and late-stage financing to drug development. For example, the biotechnology sector’s ascendance can, to a large degree, be attributed to the vision and willingness of the PE/VC markets to fund the hundreds of biologics-related startups. The study will work to reveal recent trends in investments within the life sciences space.

www.niceinsightPEVC.com (01/01/2017)

BEST INFORMATION, BETTER DECISIONS

Nice Insight’s study portfolio for 2017 is designed to shed new light onto the pharma industry and its partners, supply chain and otherwise.
Ash Stevens Inc. is a fully integrated CMO, offering comprehensive drug substance development and API manufacturing services to clients developing innovative small-molecule drugs. To date, the company has received thirteen U.S. FDA approvals, including four with FDA Fast Track designations. Ash Stevens supports all aspects of drug development and cGMP manufacturing, from de novo process development to commercial API production. The company’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facility, located in Riverivere, Maryland, is FDA-registered and has the capacity to develop and manufacture APIs, from grams to batch sizes of up to 250 kilograms.

www.ashstevens.com
+1 734 282 3370
18655 Krause Street
Roverview, MI 48193

Capsugel provides innovative dosage forms and comprehensive support from formulation to final production. The company offers a wide variety of high-quality, innovative dosage forms, including sustained-release products and drug-delivery technologies, which translate into improved time to market for customers. The company also offers dosage form development, abuse-deterrent dosage form development, colonic dosage form development, and packaging and stability services.

www.capsugel.com
+1 862 242 1700
412 Mt. Karmil Ave., Suite 200C
Morristown, NJ 07960

CMC Biologics, a global full-service CMO for biopharmaceuticals, is well versed and experienced in biopharmaceutical process development and manufacture. During 14 years of operation, CMC Biologics has successfully developed more than 120 mammalian, bacterial, and yeast-based products for preclinical studies through to commercial production. CMC Biologics has extensive experience in developing and validating analytical methods for a wide range of proteins. In 2015, CMC invested in state-of-the-art clinical and commercial manufacturing facilities to support the development and commercialization of its customers’ products.

www.cmcibi.com
+1 425 485 1900
20021 10th Avenue SE
Bothell, WA 98021

Grifols is a global healthcare company with a legacy of improving people’s health and well-being through the development of life-saving plasma medicines, hospital pharmacy products and diagnostic technology for clinical use. The company is present in more than 100 countries worldwide, with headquarters in Barcelona, Spain. Grifols Partnership is a business-to-business contract development and manufacturing platform for sterile solutions and lipid emulsions with over 20 years’ experience in producing intravenous solutions for the pharmaceutical industry.

www.grifols.com
+1 34 93 5712200
Avenida de la Generalitat, 152
Parc Científic de Sant Joan
08174 Sant Cugat del Vallès
Barcelona, Spain

GlassSmithKline (GSK) Biopharmaceuticals offers advantages to manufacturers looking for a strong, stable CMO partner with extensive regulatory experience in biologic development and commercialization. In 2014, GSK Biopharmaceuticals opened a state-of-the-art process development laboratory in Rockville, Maryland. The lab’s capabilities include process development, characterization, process scale-up and small-scale process validation. Overall, GlassSmithKline Biopharmaceuticals serves as a manufacturing knowledge center, enabling the launch, supply and management of GSK biopharmaceutical products around the world.

www.gsk.com/biopharm
+1 888 825 5343
2400 Research Boulevard
Rockville, MD 20850

Hovione is an international company with over 50 years’ experience in the development and compliant manufacture of active pharmaceutical ingredients and drug-product intermediates. With four FDA-inspected sites in the U.S., China, Ireland and Portugal and development laboratories in Lódz and New Jersey, the company focuses on the most demanding customers in the most regulated markets. The company also offers branded pharmaceuticals services for the development and compliant manufacture of innovative new drugs and is able to support highly potent compounds.

www.hovione.com
+4 39 619 3060
40 Lake Drive
East Windsor, NJ 08520

For more than 50 years, Federal Equipment Company has been a trusted equipment supplier to the pharmaceutical, chemical and plastics industries. With a vast amount of excess inventory in stock, Federal Equipment is dedicated to providing customers with immediate access to quality used equipment at competitive prices. Additionally, Federal Equipment offers a complete array of investment-recovery and asset-disposition services, including appraisals, auctions and liquidations, and equipment purchase and removal, as well as consignment sales to dispose of idle and surplus equipment.

www.fedequip.com
+1 800 652 2466
8200 Beasme Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44127
Icagen, founded in 1992, is a biopharmaceutical company that offers industry-leading scientific expertise for ion-channel and transporter-drug discovery and development. The company offers a range of services, from drug discovery to clinical development across multiple therapeutic areas and ion channels. The company's XRpro® technology, a novel method that enables high-throughput assessment of ion channels and transporters, demonstrates its expertise. Over the years, Icagen has built a portfolio of more than 1,000 cell lines.

Icagen
www.icagen.com
+1 919 941 5206
4222 Emperor Blvd., Suite 350
Durham, NC 27703

Servier CDMO provides fully integrated manufacturing and supply chain services for small molecules & drug product, from development and clinical supply up to commercial launch. Servier CDMO includes a worldwide footprint with eleven state-of-the-art facilities; a proven track record in chemical synthesis, pharmaceutical formulation, development and manufacturing; and a complete range of services offering full flexibility. Services include process and analytical development; pilot production and industrial scale production; and regulatory dossier, in collaboration with the Servier network.

Servier CDMO
www.servier-cdmo.com
+33 1 55 72 70 00
50 Rue Carnot
92150 Suresnes, France

Unither Pharmaceuticals is a leading manufacturer of single-unit-dose pharmaceuticals using sterile blow-fill-seal, stick-pack and effervescent-tablet technologies. Offering support from early development to commercial manufacture, over 100 products on the market use technology developed by Unither. Unither’s mission is to provide innovative, competitive and sustainable solutions to its customers. The company does this by combining extensive expertise in drug-delivery technologies and fill-finish operations with a growing understanding of patient needs and experience in product and process development.

Unither Pharmaceuticals
www.unither-pharma.com
+1 585 475 9000
755 Jefferson Road
Rochester, NY 14623

Unither Pharmaceuticals
www.unither-pharma.com
+1 585 475 9000
755 Jefferson Road
Rochester, NY 14623

## Formulated Solutions
Formulated Solutions offers the most streamlined turnkey Concept-to-Consumer CDMO solution in the industry. Specializing exclusively in Consumer Healthcare, Rx, OTC, Medical Device, Aerosol, BOV Aerosol and Semi-Solid manufacturing.

Formulated Solutions
www.formsol.com
wesales@formsol.com
727-373-3970

Formulated Solutions
www.formsol.com
wesales@formsol.com
727-373-3970

## Pharma’s Almanac Online
Pharma’s Almanac Online
Nice Insight’s Content Community
www.PharmasAlmanac.com
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WITHIN THE PAST YEAR, there have been several new technologies introduced into SGS, some of which have had an immediate impact, and others expected to be more influential over a longer term. One example that may fall into both categories has been the introduction of a hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) service that, when used with micro-LC/MSMS technology, can be applied to probe the interaction of large molecules as well as provide details of the dynamics, mechanisms and precise location(s) of the resulting molecular changes. This methodology provides orthogonal data to many other techniques such as FT-IR and CD, and in some instances, may eventually replace these. It is highly likely that in the near future, the use of HDX will expand into more routine applications of drug production, facilitated by automation of the hardware and software systems. Evolution and development of the technology may also afford extremely rapid analysis.

Similarly, bio-layer interferometry (BLI) has the power to analyze molecular interactions in real time and can be used for protein quantitation, molecular binding affinity and kinetic analysis. Compared to existing technologies, BLI is faster, label-free and nondestructive and can be used on complex and unpurified samples. This means clients have access to a cost-effective and high-throughput analysis, allowing them to make decisions faster.

Within the last year, personalized medicine (or precision medicine) has surged to the front of the pharmaceutical industry.

In a recent Tufts Center drug development survey, 94% of companies said they were investing in personalized medicine research (up from 75% in 2010). Personalized medicine (which “converts DNA into data”) is halting the development of blockbuster drugs. Instead, large pharmaceutical companies are shifting their attention to more targeted therapies, realizing that the limited number of strengths and dosage forms currently available don’t support all patient profiles. As such, we’ve seen a substantial uptake of automated equipment that supports R&D for individual medicines.

The ReBoDil II fully automated dissolution tester, now capable of half and full pH changes (to precisely imitate the pH changes that occur in the body) has also made a recent impact. This move towards genome sequencing is augmenting the use of science and technology to distinctly identify which patients will benefit from a drug or experience an adverse reaction. This emergence also ties into the development of new high-tech apps and devices being worn by consumers to supportively transmit data to pharmaceutical research institutes. All of this is shaping the industry’s shift away from mass-production equipment to automation equipment that affirms the new generation of science, which sees no limitations on R&D and discovering tailored healthcare.

The introduction of the Lynx® CDR connectors earlier this year really made a significant impact in the single-use space. This device changes the way pharmaceutical fluids are managed by allowing efficient fluid management through sterile connection, disconnection and reconnection — up to six times with one device. It does this by limiting the connection points into a single-use system, which simplifies fluid management, and reduces the opportunity to make incorrect connections. It also allows the user to connect in about 30 seconds, as opposed to the five minutes other systems can take. The Lynx® CDR connector is more efficient than tube welders, requires no capital and brings with it a heightened level of flexibility.

By design, the Lynx® CDR connector creates a barrier to the ingress of contaminants, providing the security found only in a clean room to ensure sterile drug processing. This device further enables the use of single-use technology by ensuring robust, simple, flexible, sterile connections in non-sterile, gray-space environments. The Lynx® CDR connector essentially provides the security of clean-room processing in the palm of your hand.

INNOVATION

WHAT NEW TECHNOLOGY INTRODUCED WITHIN THE LAST YEAR HAVE YOU FOUND TO HAVE THE MOST IMPACT ON YOUR BUSINESS?

Our serialization capability is having the most impact on the business and we believe it also makes us a frontrunner in the industry.

We are one of the first CDMOs to have serialization implemented and fully operational across all of our packaging sites. We have developed a “module” that is both flexible and scalable, enabling it to meet the serialization requirements of a wide range of countries. The module is capable of high resolution printing at fast line speeds, with an advanced communication protocol for remote operation and high-speed serialization. We are seeing an increasing demand from customers for serialization and wanting products to be traceable online. Since legislation is already enforced in some of our customers’ product markets, we adopted serialization early in order to continue to serve our customers. EU serialization legislation, however, is set to come into effect in February 2019 and the industry appears to be slow to respond. Many do not have a robust plan in place and may need to rely on outsourcing this capability, such as to CMOs. We are continuing to invest in serialization to ensure that we have the capability in place well ahead of February 2019.

Mark Rogers
Vice President, USA — Life Science, SGS

Recently, we have made significant investments in sterile manufacturing technology, including state-of-the-art profiled syringe and vial-filling suites, increasing our freeze-drying capacity by approximately forty percent. We have also invested in a sterile development suite at our Greenville, N.C., facility. Later in 2016, we plan to introduce the company’s first oral solid-dose continuous manufacturing suite at our Greenville, N.C., facility. Later in 2016, we plan to introduce the company’s first oral solid-dose continuous manufacturing suite as well. Lastly, we are in our second year of building a multi-year laboratory automation program, which will have every laboratory in the company on a paperless system.

Harry Gill
Global Vice President, Operational Excellence, Patheon
WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO BECOME A PREMIER OUTSOURCING PARTNER IN THE CONTEXT OF FDA’S RECENT SHIFT TO A FOCUS ON QUALITY CULTURE RATHER THAN JUST METRICS?

At Aesica, we believe that good quality is simply good business practice.

Mark Hammond
Commercial Director, Aesica

R

REGULATIONS AND COMPLIANCE ARE TOP-DOWN: CLEARLY, THE FDA IS LOOKING TO HAVE QUALITY BUILT IN, AND THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY NEEDS TO ADDRESS THIS. WHAT PEOPLE MIGHT NOT REALIZE IS THAT CMOs AND CDMOs ARE AUDITED ON A MORE REGULAR BASIS THAN OUR PHARMACEUTICAL CUSTOMERS, DUE TO OUR WIDER OFFERING. NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE REGULATORY AUDITS, BUT ALSO CUSTOMER AUDITS. OUR CUSTOMERS Rely ON OUR SERVICES TO BE OF THE HIGHEST STANDARD, AS WELL AS BEING EFFICIENT AND PROVIDING VALUE FOR MONEY.

At Aesica, we believe that good quality is simply good business practice. We have industry-standard methodologies, such as Six Sigma, Lean and Kaizen, and SS and Britsat standards in place. By having continuous improvement as part of our culture, it means that we are more likely to get things right the first time, thereby increasing productivity and reducing cost. In our manufacturing business, we have reduced manufacturing process cycle times to deliver an increased output of over 20%, increased production yields by over 15% and reduced the cost of manufacture.

Natalie Landon
Marketing Director, STEQ America

SGS REGARDS QUALITY AS ONE OF ITS CORE VALUES AND APPLIES THIS NOT JUST TO LABORATORY TESTING, BUT TO ALL ASPECTS OF ITS BUSINESS.

This philosophy is implemented by a top-down approach in which the business leaders are accountable for execution in sales, operational activities and strategic considerations. The adage “SGS for Life” has recently been adopted to illustrate the importance that SGS puts on relationships with its clients, and the relationships that are founded on the quality of service that SGS provides.

Harry Gill
Global Vice President, Operational Excellence, Patheon

PATHEON UTILIZES A QUALITY-ON-THE-FLOOR APPROACH TO INTEGRATE OUR QUALITY CULTURE AND FOCUS AT THE SHOP FLOOR LEVEL, which includes reviewing records in real time to providing a faster feedback loop for our shop floor operations clients. Thirty percent of our efforts in our OE program are specifically targeted at improving quality for clients, and we are actively participating in quality culture efforts pilot-sponsored by one of the leading pharmaceutical professional organizations.

Additionally, we leverage our operational excellence (OE) program, which has a strong emphasis on employee engagement, as more engaged employees significantly outperform those who are disengaged. We have a network-wide data integrity program that is purposed to actively engage managers, supervisors and the shop floor workers.

Mark Rogers
Vice President, USA – Life Science, SGS

We are fostering a quality culture – embedding quality in everything we do, from manufacturing to the final product. Fostering quality has always been an essential part of our overall company culture, despite the robust and standardized processes and global quality-management tools we have in place. MilliporeSigma’s quality mission statement declares that our overarching goal as a partner is to deliver quality – always. We have implemented a global quality initiative this year that includes “Quality Counts” workshops, in which employees focus on how we can understand and “live” quality – especially as a partner for our customers.

Robert Nuss
Head of Quality and Regulatory Management, MilliporeSigma

Q:
With serialization legislation already enforced in markets such as Brazil and China, and set to be fully enforced in the EU by February 2019, we’ve seen a very varied state of preparedness for serialization across the CMO sector. The ability to support drug companies to meet this complex regulatory packaging challenge appears to depend on the size of the CMO, the customers it serves and regions that those customers supply.

Serialization is complex and, with different country legislations having different requirements, serialization systems need to be configurable to be able to deliver what the customer needs. CMOs are at the service of the pharmaceutical customer, who determines the scope of support they wish the CMO to take on, whether it’s external reporting requirements, artwork services or managing the whole process.

At Aesica, we have fully implemented a comprehensive serialization solution across all our packaging sites and are continuing to invest to ensure that our systems have the flexibility to support the various needs of our customers. Ultimately, it will be down to the specific business strategy of both drug companies and CMOs as to how they decide to meet the regulatory serialization demands. However, flexibility and a close relationship will underpin success.

Mark Hammond
Commercial Director, Aesica

On the other end, smaller virtual companies are seeking support to achieve basic understanding. As for contract organizations, Patheon feels it is well positioned to meet client needs for the various regulatory markets. At some sites, we’re already serializing for early-market needs such as China and South Korea. There are certainly other CMOs who are also well prepared, but the general perception is that many CMOs are just beginning to engage in planning and execution. There appears to be some market concern that a number of CMOs will not be ready.

Chris Howell
Senior Director, Global Engineering and Technology, Patheon

Some see change as a problem; we see change as an opportunity. Adapting to the evolving trends and ever-changing regulations in the life sciences industry is what we’re known for. We’re driven to find the right solution to the most technically challenging problems. And we’re satisfied only when we’ve produced results that make you successful.
I'm reporting from the bio-analytical laboratory, where the latest state-of-the-pop-art vigilant technologies HPLC systems are providing much faster throughput sampling during early-stage discovery for ADCs and immuno-oncology compounds. Visit us at AAPS booth 833 for the latest.